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C Here at ROL Cruise, we are looking to the future 
and are excited to getting back to what we love 
the most – cruising. After months of staying safe 
and secure inside, we look forward to helping 

you plan your cruise holiday of a lifetime. Plus, with 
new safety measures in place, you can rest assured 
that your health and safety is a first priority as some 
of your favourite cruise lines resume sailing. As we 
return to travel with confidence, we’ll find that a new 
world awaits our discovery.

We are delighted to present to you the No-Fly Cruise 
Collection, your exclusive edition of Blue Horizons. 
Together with a fantastic array of Cruise Line Partners, 
we are delighted to showcase some of the best no-fly 
voyages for 2021 & beyond. 

No-fly cruises offer the opportunity to travel the  
world without ever stepping foot in an airport. Your 
holiday starts from the moment you step on board as 
you look forward to discovering an amazing array of 
destinations that you can visit departing and arriving 
directly from a UK port. Turn to pages 8-9 of this 
edition of Blue Horizons to find out more about 
cruising from closer to home.

We are delighted to learn that some of our cruise line 
partners are resuming their voyages. Hurtigruten’s  
MS Finnmarken took to the seas at the end of June on  
her voyage of Norway’s coast, whilst Saga have 
announced that their new cruise ship Spirit of 
Adventure will embark on her inaugural voyage of the 
Mediterranean later this year. 

As the UK’s No.1 Independent Cruise Specialist and  
the UK & Ireland’s No.1 Ocean Cruise Specialist, we are 
here to help you plan your perfect cruise. We always 
have and always will, look after your holiday  
as if it were our own and can happily 
reassure you that your holiday is 
fully protected with our ABTA 
membership and ATOL license.

We are all in this together and  
we will continue to serve the 
cruising industry, as well as you, 
our loyal customers. 

Reservations: 0800 251 1165 
Client Services: 0800 121 6191 
Administration: 0800 121 6195 
Finance/Payments:  
0800 121 6192
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C R U I S E  N E W S

SAGA’S SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE  
TO SAIL MEDITERRANEAN  
INAUGURAL VOYAGE IN NOVEMBER  
Nigel Blanks, managing director of Saga, has confirmed 
that new ship, Spirit of Adventure, is to sail her inaugural 
voyage on 5th November 2020. “We are delighted to 
announce the planned inaugural sailing of the Spirit of 
Adventure, our new luxury cruise ship. For her first  
voyage, the Spirit of Adventure will leave Southampton  
on 5th November 2020 to sail the Mediterranean, before 
returning to the UK. We have been working with the 
industry and government to put in place state-of-the-art 
appropriate health protocols, putting guest safety first to 
ensure a return to service in the autumn.”

TURN TO PAGES 4-7 TO EMBARK MS MAUD  
FOR HER NO-FLY MAIDEN SEASON IN 2021

TURN TO PAGES 24-25 TO DISCOVER THE  
MEDITERRANEAN & BEYOND WITH SAGA

                                         RAISE THEIR  
ANCHORS TO SET SAIL ONCE MORE...
At the end of June, expedition cruise line Hurtigruten 
was delighted to resume sailing its Norwegian coastal 
voyage for Norwegian guests only. MS Finnmarken set 
sail for an 11 night Norwegian fjords voyage – taking in 
no less than 34 ports. Over the next week or so, three 
more Hurtigruten ships – MS Trollfjord, MS Midnatsol and 
MS Richard With – will also return to service along the 
Norwegian coast.

“With the first guests boarding the beautiful  
MS Finnmarken over the next hours, we  
are thrilled to be restarting our  
operations,” a spokesperson said.  
“We have been working  
rigorously to ensure all voyages 
are safe for both guests  
and crew – and at the  
same time ensure that 
everyone can fully enjoy their  
voyage. We’re ready.”

To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165
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~Compared to marine diesel. †Grade has limited / no views. Please note cabins can be based on fixed double or twin bed configuration. Booking conditions of Hurtigruten (ATOL V7545) Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back 
page for full terms and conditions.

Day 1   Embark newly transformed MS Maud and depart Dover  
for your 12 night Maiden No-Fly Expedition of the British Isles

Day 2   Relaxing at sea 
Meet your Expedition Team, who prepare you for exciting 
adventures ahead. Listen in on talks by these experienced 
explorers who share their extensive knowledge

Day 3   Fishguard, Wales 
With its charming main street and lush green surroundings, 
Fishguard lies between the Preseli Hills and the coast of 
Pembrokeshire. Split in two by a steep, winding hill, the “new” 
town sits on a cliff-top commanding spectacular views

Day 4   Rathlin Island, Northern Ireland 
Visit the Seabird centre and lighthouse – a unique and fully 
operational “upsidedown” lighthouse. Here, close-up views 
of the seabird colonies are enjoyed, as well as spectacular 
panoramic coastal views. Or, stroll to Mill Bay where you can 
watch the seals either at play or just relaxing 

Day 5   Isle of Iona, Scotland 
Spend time doing a ‘scenic sail by’ of the cave-riddled island of 
Staffa, if conditions allow. This afternoon, explore Iona and the 
much restored Abbey, Scotland’s most historic and sacred sites 
and learn about its fascinating history, visit the ancient graveyard 
where 48 of Scotland’s kings are buried or take a short walk to 
the highest point on Iona offering spectacular 360 degree views

Day 6   St. Kilda, Hirta Island, Scotland 
Any visit to this wild archipelago, with its breath taking sea 
cliffs, is totally weather-dependent. As a UNESCO double 
World Heritage Site and the ‘jewel in the crown’ of the 
National Trust for Scotland, it is a an unforgettable experience. 
The outlying stacs and islands provide ledges for thousands of 
nesting seabirds. Minke whales are frequently seen around the 
swirling waters of the archipelago

Day 7   Stornoway, Lewis, Scotland 
Originally a Viking settlement, Stornoway is a bustling harbour 
and waterfront with museums and art galleries which are 
overlooked by the handsome Lews Castle, which Hurtigruten 
invite you to explore with them

Day 8   Islay, Scotland 
Offering a diverse landscape, together with ancient Celtic 
ruins, Islay is a stop-off for migrating birds, making it ideal for 
seabird spotting along its many superb cliff-top walks

Day 9  Douglas, Isle Of Man 
With a rural landscape and rugged coastline, the Isle of 
Man became a designated Biosphere Reserve in recognition 
of its marine and coastal ecosystems. With more than 100 
miles of stunning coastline and rugged cliffs, the island has 
a spectacular landscape of rolling hills, moorland and heath, 
waterfalls, pebbledash beaches and coastal paths – an ideal 
destination for exploring

Day 10   Waterford, Ireland 
Visit the nearby 12th century Kilkenny Castle, stroll through 
quaint villages and charming hamlet towns nearby or take in 
the beautiful scenery with a cycle along the along the Waterford 
Greenway. A visit to the Copper Coast UNESCO Geopark offers 
spectacular scenery and sights of the Copper Coast

Day 11   Isles Of Scilly, England 
Today, join one of the optional excursions× for a trip around 
the islands, visiting shipwreck sites, spotting seals basking on 
the rocks and cruising around the bird sanctuary of Annet to 
observe the puffins and numerous other breeding seabirds

Day 12   Dartmouth, England 
Buckfast Abbey, historic castles, steam train rides and 
magnificent walking trails are just a few of the many 
compelling attractions waiting to be explored during your visit 
or join an excursion× to learn more about this fascinating town 
and the scenic Devonshire surrounds

Day 13  Arrive in Dover
Itinerary is based on 25th May 2021 departure date and ports of call may vary on  
other departures

YOUR 12 NIGHT BRITISH ISLES EXPEDITION DEPARTS 
25TH MAY, 15TH AUGUST & 10TH SEPTEMBER 2021

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
CABIN  GRADE FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Polar Inside  I  £3,399  £2,889

Polar Outside  J†  £3,676  £3,099

Arctic Superior  P  £4,332  £3,679

Expedition Mini Suite  Q  £6,979  £5,899

Expedition Grand Suite  MG  £9,457  £7,549

Expedition Suite  MX  £12,214  £10,349

Solo fares are available from £4,329

Prices and availability are based on the 25th May 2021 departure

BRAND NEW & EXCLUSIVE
THE 2021 MAIDEN  

NO-FLY BRITISH ISLES  
EXPEDITION

EXCLUSIVE  
LAUNCH SAVINGS  

OF UP TO  
  20%±

 

ROL Cruise are delighted to present the 2021 Maiden 
No-Fly British Isles Expedition! Never before have 
Hurtigruten offered such an incredible opportunity 
to embark on an expedition from a UK port. With 
the greenest fleet of ships in the world, you’ll sail 
with Hurtigruten on board the newly-transformed 

MS Maud as she embarks on her maiden expedition 
after transforming into an expedition ship running 

on Bio-diesel, reducing (CO2) emissions up to 80%~, 
complete with refurbished cabins and the addition of 

Hurtigruten’s signature Science Center.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE  

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PROMOTION

BE ONE OF THE FIRST TO SAIL ON BOARD THE NEWLY-
TRANSFORMED MS MAUD DURING HER MAIDEN SEASON
INCREDIBLE LAUNCH SAVINGS OF UP TO 20%± – PLEASE DO  
NOT DELAY, PRICES WILL INCREASE
EXCLUSIVE FREE port car parking for all bookings#

12 nights full board expedition cruising on board the newly-
transformed MS Maud during her maiden season including:
 - Explore the incredible coast of the British Isles
 -  Professional English-speaking Expedition Team – An 

international handpicked team of highly educated experts  
of various academic fields with profound knowledge of the 
regions they sail in 

 - A rich programme of activities including on shore exploration
 -  All meals including beverages (beer and wine, sodas and mineral 

water in Aune & Fredheim restaurants)++ – BOOK an Expedition 
Suite (Q) or above and dine in the A la carte Lindstrom for FREE

 - Tea and coffee included throughout the day
 - FREE Wi-Fi on board for all guests++

 -  Use of the ship’s Science Center which has an extensive library, 
biological and geological microscopes and samples 

 - FREE wind and water-resistant jacket
 - No gratuities expected
 -  Use of the ship’s hot tubs, panoramic sauna and indoor gym and 

outdoor gym
 -  A range of additional shore excursions (available at a supplement)×

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR PREFERRED  
CABIN THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Trio  
of British Wine – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 20,698 when booking this maiden season 
voyage, worth £206 off your next booking with  
ROL Cruise††

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

DAILY  
EXCURSIONS  
& ACTIVITIES  
 INCLUDED×

EXCLUSIVE  
FREE PORT  

CAR PARKING#

JOIN MS MAUD  
DURING HER  

MAIDEN SEASON

DRINKS,  
GRATUITIES  

& WI-FI   
   INCLUDED++

JUST A DEPOSIT  
TO SECURE YOUR  

HOLIDAY THEN  
NOTHING TO PAY  

UNTIL 2021

INTRODUCING MS MAUD
MS Maud is designed to take you 
on a cruise in maximum comfort, 
equipped for a sustainable and 
memorable expedition. MS Maud 
will showcase natural Scandinavian 
materials such as granite, oak, 
birch and wool with all public areas 
redesigned to create a relaxed and 
stylish look and feel, and add to the 
premium on board experience. A 
specially designed Expedition Launch – the 
tender pit area where guests embark on their 
excursions and off-ship adventures – will 
be added, complete with tender boats and 
other expedition equipment. Plus, enjoy 
Hurtigruten’s Science Center, packed with 
state of the art technology and high tech 
gadgets. Mingle with guests and crew and 
create a deeper understanding for the areas 
you explore.

SAIL WITH CONFIDENCE
HIGH KNOWLEDGE
Every crew member undergoes a health 
check and have completed WHO’s official 
COVID-19 course for hygiene procedures 
and infection management. Before 

embarkation, you will be required to hand 
in a health questionnaire which ensures the 
safety of you, your fellow passengers and 
Hurtigruten’s crew.

SAFETY ASHORE
Hurtigruten will regulate the number of 
people who disembark and board the ship at 
the same time so as to avoid overcrowding.

Sanitising dispensers will be placed at the 
entrance to the ship and in other strategic 
locations for your use, plus Hurtigruten
will collaborate closely with local suppliers 
to offer an exciting programme of shore 
excursions, implementing heightened 
cleaning and hygiene procedures according 
to national guidelines.

CLEANING
Hurtigruten have strict cleaning practices on 
board that have proven themselves effective 
time and again over decades of safe sailing. 
Each ship will have a new team dedicated 
to ensuring communal areas are continually 
cleaned and disinfected, plus there will be 
appropriate markings on board to help you 
keep a safe distance from others whenever 
queuing on board.

FOOD SERVICE
In Hurtigruten’s roomy restaurants, more 
seating sessions will be added so that there 
will be fewer people having their meals there
at any time. Instead of self-service buffets, 
their chefs will serve food directly to your 
plate. The kitchen will uphold its usual high
standards of hygiene and quality. 

Wellness Spa

Explorer Lounge
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Day 1   Embark newly transformed MS Maud and depart Dover for 
your 14 night Maiden No-Fly Southern Scandinavian Voyage

Day 2  Relaxing at sea
Day 3  List, Sylt, Germany 

Experience nature in a landscape of vast sand dunes, wide 
sandy beaches, majestic cliffs and flowering heathlands. Enjoy 
a walk over the grass-covered sand dunes heading to one 
of the lighthouses in the area. Or, enjoy the island’s culinary 
specialty, oysters – farmed here since the 16th century

Day 4   Transit The Kiel Canal 
Enjoy a scenic passage during the 61-mile transit, overlooking 
lush countryside; there are bridges to admire, quaint villages 
and magnificent landscapes en-route 
Kiel, Germany 
Enjoy a short stop in Kiel allowing you time to stretch your 
legs and visit the maritime city

Day 5   Skagen, Denmark 
The region’s beauty and light has long-attracted artists and 
painters, destinated to capture its characteristic natural 
essence and wide, white, sandy beaches. Discover the town 
centre with a bustling marina, museums, galleries and shops, 
or venture outside of town to explore endless beaches

Day 6   Koster Islands, Sweden 
Today explore the scenic archipelago of Bohuslän. One of the 
world’s nest coastlines to explore by boat, the archipelago covers 
almost 280 kilometres of Sweden’s western coast and is an area 
of outstanding natural beauty. Sail through the “inside passage” 
before arriving at the Kosterhavet National Park. Sailing close to 
many islands, see small piers, towns and picturesque summer 
houses, before cruising to the Koster islands

Day 7   Weather Islands, Sweden 
With lush green scenery as well as barren rocks, you will find 
one of Bohuslän’s largest seal colonies in the area, together 
with numerous sea birds. Join the Expedition team as you 
spend the day exploring this nature lover’s paradise on foot, 
by kayak or by small boat cruising×

Day 8   Käringön – Grundsund – Smögen, Sweden 
A full day of exploration begins starting in Käringön, where, 
should conditions allow, you will be able to join the optional 
excursion× of small boat cruising to Grundsund. After lunch, 
continue your scenic voyage along the coastline of Sweden 
and head to Smögen to enjoy the evening

Day 9   Oslo, Norway 
Explore a fortress, a sculpture park or the botanical garden; or 
perhaps visit one of the many excellent local museums such as the 
Fram Museum, the Viking Ship Museum or the Kon-Tiki Museum

Day 10   Kragerø, Norway 
Kragerø boasts a long history of art and culture. Amble 
through the towns charming narrow streets and alleyways 
to discover the assortment of art galleries or venture further 
afield for a longer walk or more adventurous hike or join the 
expedition team for an optional excursion×

Day 11   Farsund, Norway 
Farsund has a fascinating history, which includes hosting 
pirates in the early 1800’s. Take a walk along the old railway 
line for spectacular views of the fjord, crossing a 100-year old 
swing bridge and passing a protected oak forest

Day 12   Rosendal, Norway 
Rosendal sits snugly between high mountains and beautiful 
valleys and is located on the Hardangerfjord, the second 
largest fjord in Norway. The surrounding areas have  
magnificent waterfalls, lakes and glaciers, such as the Bondhus 
Lake and Folgefonna Glacier, along with historic villages all set 
in a spectacular landscape

Day 13   Lysefjord, Norway 
As you sail quietly down the fjord, impressive mountains tower 
above you. Enjoy a fine view of Preikestolen before heading 
back out of the fjord 

Day 14  Relaxing at sea
Day 15  Arrive in Dover
Itinerary is based on 20th June 2021 departure date and ports of call may vary on other departure

YOUR 14 NIGHT SOUTHERN SCANDINAVIAN  
EXPEDITION DEPARTS 20TH JUNE & 18TH JULY 2021

THE FUTURE IS GREEN
Hurtigruten have made history 
by becoming the world’s first 
cruise line to remove all single-use plastics 
from their ships. In the hope that other cruise 
lines will follow suit, Hurtigruten, who sail to 
some of the world’s most remote, pristine 
and delicate environments, have made their 
announcement at a time when concern for 
rising plastic in the oceans is at an all time 
high. To ensure they are operating with the 
smallest footprint possible, Hurtigruten have 
removed plastic straws, coffee lids and plastic 
bags on all of their 14 ships, even single-use 
butter packaging! Plus, Hurtigruten is 

 
 
permanently introducing biodiesel as fuel on 
a number of ships – including MS Maud. 

Bodiesel reduces (CO2) emissions with up to 
80%~ (compared to regular marine diesel). 
Hurtigruten's environmentally certified 
biodiesel is produced from waste from 
industries such as fisheries and agriculture 
– which means no palm oil is used in the 
biofuel production and no negative effects 
on rainforests. Hurtigruten will use biodiesel 
in combination with other low emission fuel 
to cut emissions to zero when docked in 
ports with shore power facilities.

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES
CABIN  GRADE FULL PRICE (PP) ROL CRUISE PRICE (PP)

Polar Inside  I  £4,199  £3,349

Polar Outside  J†  £4,367  £3,699

Arctic Superior  P  £5,081  £4,299

Expedition Mini Suite  Q  £8,398  £7,099

Expedition Grand Suite  MG  £11,379  £8,999

Expedition Suite  MX  £14,696  £12,399

Solo fares are available from £5,039

Prices and availability are based on the 20th June 2021 departure

BRAND NEW & EXCLUSIVE
THE 2021 MAIDEN NO-FLY  

SOUTHERN SCANDINAVIA & KIEL CANAL 
EXPEDITION

EXCLUSIVE  
LAUNCH SAVINGS  

OF UP TO  
  20%±

 

DAILY  
EXCURSIONS  
& ACTIVITIES  
 INCLUDED×

EXCLUSIVE  
FREE PORT  

CAR PARKING#

JOIN MS MAUD  
DURING HER  

MAIDEN SEASON

DRINKS,  
GRATUITIES  

& WI-FI   
   INCLUDED++

JUST A DEPOSIT  
TO SECURE YOUR  

HOLIDAY THEN  
NOTHING TO PAY  

UNTIL 2021

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE  

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PROMOTION

BE ONE OF THE FIRST TO SAIL ON BOARD THE NEWLY-
TRANSFORMED MS MAUD DURING HER MAIDEN SEASON
INCREDIBLE LAUNCH SAVINGS OF UP TO 20%± – PLEASE DO  
NOT DELAY, PRICES WILL INCREASE
EXCLUSIVE FREE port car parking for all bookings#

14 nights full board expedition cruising on board the newly-
transformed MS Maud during her maiden season including:
 - Experience a 61 mile transit of the Kiel Canal
 -  Professional English-speaking Expedition Team - an international 

handpicked team of highly educated experts of various academic 
fields with profound knowledge of the regions they sail in 

 -  A rich programme of activities including on shore exploration
 -  All meals including beverages (beer and wine, sodas and 

mineral water in Aune & Fredheim restaurants)++ – BOOK an 
Expedition Suite (Q) or above and dine in the A la carte Lindstrom 
for FREE

 - Tea and coffee included throughout the day
 - FREE Wi-Fi on board for all guests++

 -  Use of the ship’s Science Center which has an extensive library, 
biological and geological microscopes and samples 

 - FREE wind and water-resistant jacket
 - No gratuities expected
 -  Use of the ship’s hot tubs, panoramic sauna and indoor gym and 

outdoor gym
-  A range of additional shore excursions (available at a supplement)×

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR PREFERRED  
CABIN THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Trio 
of Wine – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 24,798 when booking this maiden season  
voyage, worth £247 off your next booking with ROL Cruise††

Expedition Grand Suite

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

~Compared to marine diesel. †Grade has limited / no views. Please note cabins can be based on fixed double or twin bed configuration. Booking conditions of Hurtigruten (ATOL V7545) Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back 
page for full terms and conditions.
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Start your journey closer to home
The great thing about no-fly cruising is that  
your point of departure is close to home, so  
you don’t need to worry about booking and 
boarding a flight to meet your cruise ship. 
Departure points are available throughout the  
UK – from Southampton and Dover in the south, 
to Newcastle and near Edinburgh, in the north. 
With ports such as Liverpool in between, you 
won’t have to travel far to begin your holiday,  
as your cruise gets into full swing as soon  
as you step on board.

Make the most of no luggage restrictions
If you want to bring souvenirs for family back 
home or wish to have a rich variety of clothing 
options at your fingertips, then no-fly cruising is 
ideal. With a no-fly cruise there are no restrictions 
on baggage allowance, meaning you can pack as 
much or as little as you need. 

Visit the world’s top destinations
Even with a no-fly cruise, you can still reach the 
world’s most desirable destinations. Northern 
departure points, such as Leith in Scotland, 
operates cruises to Scandinavia and the Baltics, 
whilst more southern ports such as Southampton, 
Harwich or London often mark the beginning of 
no-fly voyages towards France, Europe and the 
Mediterranean. Elsewhere, Dover, Portsmouth and 
Belfast offer the most frequent no-fly transatlantic 
cruises, as well as those to the Caribbean.

Why you should consider a  
NO-FLY CRUISE 

for your next holiday…
No-fly cruises offer the opportunity to travel the world without the need for an airport.  

Your holiday starts from the moment you step on board allowing you to depart for your holiday  
much closer to home – and as an added bonus you’ll probably see some surprising and  

beautiful parts of the country along the way.

Enjoy additional perks
Many no-fly cruise packages offer additional perks to 
enhance your holiday – some of which can be found 
in this edition of Blue Horizons and are exclusive to 

ROL Cruise customers. Begin your holiday in style from 
the moment you close your front door as a Private UK 
Chauffeur Service collects you and your luggage from 

your home and takes you right to the port. Alternatively, 
opting for car parking at the port allows you the luxury 

of arriving in comfort in your own. If you really want 
to push the boat out, pre-cruise hotel stays are often 

included, meaning that you can truly relax before 
beginning your cruise holiday the following day.

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection

Where can a no-fly 
cruise take me?
The world is a wonderful place, and many  
exciting destinations can be discovered on  
a no-fly cruise. From the sun-kissed islands  
of the Mediterranean, to the colours of  
Canada and New England in the fall and  
beyond, here are just some of the destinations 
you can visit on a no-fly cruise holiday…

Castries, St. Lucia 

To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

DOVER

NEWCASTLE

EDINBURGH

LIVERPOOL

HARWICH

HULL

BRISTOL AVONMOUTH LONDON TILBURY

POOLE

GLASGOW/GREENOCK

SOUTHAMPTON

PORTSMOUTH

Castries, St. Lucia  
Lush, romantic and welcoming, stunning St. Lucia is an 
adventure waiting to be had. The dramatic twin peaks of 
the Pitons make a majestic backdrop as you hike through 
the rainforest, sail with dolphins or sip a cocktail on a 
palm-fringed beach. The crystal clear waters surrounding 
St. Lucia are a playground for marine life. Take a sailing 
tour around the island and keep your eyes peeled for 
seasonal humpback, sperm and pilot whales as well as 
dolphins. Whatever you choose to fill your time on this 
spectacular island, don’t forget to bring a book and 
cocktail for the ultimate in relaxation.  
Relax in Castries with Amy Johnson’s maiden no-fly 
Caribbean voyage in 2021 on pages 10-11.

Bay of Islands, New Zealand
The Bay of Islands is a subtropical 
micro-region renowned for 
its unmatched beauty and 
abundance of activities. Aside 
from beautiful beaches, you 
can also discover vibrant marine 
life, waterfalls, forests and its rich 
historical and cultural past at the 
Mission House, the Stone Store and the historic Waitangi 
Treaty Grounds, Birthplace of the Nation. Many also 
consider this the ideal place to partake in more active 
pursuits, such as kayaking, mountain biking, parasailing, 
swimming with dolphins and scuba diving.  
Discover the Bay of Islands during Aurora’s 2022  
no-fly grand World Cruise on pages 18-19.

Oslo, Norway
Oslo’s innumerable sights mean 
there’s something to suit all 
tastes, including the Fram 
Museum, where you can learn 
all about Norwegian polar 
exploration and go on board the 
first ship to visit the South Pole. 
Plus, with its fjords and surrounding 
woodland, Oslo’s natural wonders are breathtaking. 
Visit the Bygdøy to enjoy Norway’s natural beauty, join 
a ferry tour for stunning views across the bay or simply 
wander around by foot and admire the quaint Norwegian 
houses amongst luscious forests and beautiful parkland. 
Visit South Norway on pages 12-13, experience Norway 
and Scandinavia with Princess Cruises on pages 14-15, 
explore Oslo and other European capital cities on pages 
26-27 and turn to pages 6-7 to embark on an expedition 
of Norway.

Bordeaux Vineyard

Bordeaux, France
The UNESCO World Heritage Site of Bordeaux 
is not only famous for its amazing museums and 
churches, but also for its world-class wine, the 
region offers the perfect opportunity to take part 
in wine tasting tours. Aside from its reputation as 
a wine-lovers dream, Bordeaux is also the world’s 
largest urban World Heritage Site and can be 
explored with a stroll through the Triangle d’Or 
and Place des Quinconces, France’s largest public 
square. Explore brilliant Bordeaux on a luxury 
boutique river cruise with Uniworld on pages  
34-35, or turn to pages 38-39 to sail to Bordeaux 
on board the newest ship in the Regent Seven 
Seas fleet – Seven Seas SplendorTM.

View from Bygdøy
 

Bay of Islands, New Z
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YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES

THE MAIDEN  
CARIBBEAN DISCOVERY

36 NIGHTS DEPARTING 10TH NOVEMBER 2021

NOVEMBER 2021

Wed 10   Embark the new flagship Amy Johnson and depart  
London Tilbury for your 36 night maiden season voyage

Thu 11  Rotterdam, Netherlands

Sun 14   Vigo (for optional tours to Santiago de Compostela×), 
Spain

Mon 15  Lisbon, Portugal (arrive midday)

Sat 20  Mindelo, Sao Vincent, Cape Verde

Fri 26  St. John’s, Antigua

Sat 27  Philipsburg, St. Maarten (depart late night)

Sun 28  Basseterre, St. Kitts

Mon 29  Roseau, Dominica (depart late night)

Tue 30   Castries, St. Lucia 
The mountainous island of St. Lucia with it’s  
distinctive Pitons provides a splendid backdrop to 
the thriving capital, Castries. Enjoy the vibrant Creole 
atmosphere and hustle and bustle of this colourful town 
or venture further afield to explore this most scenic of 
Caribbean Islands

DECEMBER 2021

Wed 1 St. George’s, Grenada (depart late night)

Thu 2   Scarborough, Tobago 
Known as ‘Robinson Crusoe’ island, beautiful Tobago is a 
tranquil destination with calm waters, fine beaches and 
amazing wildlife. You can sample Caribbean cooking at 
its best in Tobago: cream of crab is an aristocrat among 
soups; red snapper, scallops, swordfish or kingfish could 
be the ‘catch of the day’ but try the speciality dish, a 
succulent stew of pork and beef known as pepper pot

Fri 3   Mayreau, St. Vincent 
Mayreau, a privately-owned island in the Grenadines, 
is possibly the nearest you will get to paradise. Enjoy a 
barbeque on the smallest of all the Grenadine islands, 
home to just 300 inhabitants who all work hard to 
preserve the natural beauty of their island

Sat 4   Bridgetown, Barbados 
The capital of Barbados, and UNESCO World Heritage  
site, Bridgetown has a distinctly British atmosphere – 
you’ll even find a Trafalgar Square with a statue of  
Nelson. Barbados typifies our idea of a classic West  
Indian island like no other. The island has a beautiful 
interior dotted with gardens and English country 
churches, and is rimmed with wonderful beaches

Fri 10  Horta, Azores (arrive early pm)

Sat 11  Ponta Delgada, Azores

Thu 16  Arrive in London Tilbury
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Standard Inside  1  £4,569  FREE
Standard Ocean View   6B†  £5,799  FREE
Superior Balcony
Ocean View  14  £9,449  FREE
Junior Suite  JS  £14,179  FREE
De Luxe Suite  DS  £17,329  FREE

HALF PRICE single cabins are available from £4,729

THE MAIDEN  
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT  

SUN VOYAGE 

16 NIGHTS DEPARTING 22ND JULY 2021

JULY 2021

Thu 22   Embark the new flagship Amy Johnson and depart 

London Tilbury for your 16 night maiden season voyage

Sat 24   Bergen, Norway (depart early pm) 

Known as the ‘Gateway to the Fjords’, Bergen is Norway’s 

second largest city. Yet with a population of less than a 

quarter of a million, it has the feel of a small town. It is 

beautifully sited against a backdrop of seven mountains 

and the funicular ride to the summit of Mount Fløien 

affords wonderful panoramic views of Bergen and 

Norway’s attractive coastline. Overlooking the harbour 

the colourful Bryggen wharf is the face of Bergen. The 

characteristic wooden gabled buildings were once the 

home and offices of Hanseatic merchants but today house 

shops selling crafts and traditional souvenirs

Sun 25  Trondheim, Norway (arrive early pm)

Tue 27  Narvik, Norway (depart early pm)

Wed 28   Tromsø, Norway (arrive early pm) 

Not surprisingly for a city that lies almost 220 miles north 

of the Arctic Circle many of Tromsø’s landmarks lay claim 

to the world’s ‘northernmost’ titles. The ‘Capital of the 

Arctic’ is home to the world’s northernmost university, 

cathedral, botanic garden and brewery. A cable car runs 

to the summit of Mount Storsteinen from where there are 

wonderful views of the lively and beautiful city built on 

two islands and the mainland, which are linked by both 

tunnels and bridges

Fri 30  Longyearbyen, Svalbard (depart late night)

AUGUST 2021

Sun 1   Honningsvåg (for optional tours to North Cape×), Norway 

(arrive early pm – depart early am 2nd) 

Honningsvåg is the starting point of excursions× to 

the dramatic North Cape where from a high plateau 

the monumental 307-metre high cliff plunges into the 

Atlantic. From here only endless ocean lies between the 

northernmost point of Europe and the North Pole

Wed 4  Kristiansund, Norway (depart early pm)

Thu 5  Rosendal, Norway

Sat 7  Arrive in London Tilbury

Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Voyager Inside  IG< £2,589 FREE

Voyager Outside  OG< £3,299 FREE

Superior Balcony 14 £5,519 FREE

Junior Suite JS £8,279 FREE

De Luxe Suite DS £10,119 FREE

HALF PRICE single cabins are available from £1,959

CRUISE & MARITIME VOYAGES’  
NEW FLAGSHIP

Amy Johnson will become the proud new flagship of 
the Cruise & Maritime Voyages fleet in April 2021. 
Given her size she will provide a very generous, 
spacious and relaxing feel. As a celebration of 

the courageous exploits of past female explorers 
and adventurers, Cruise & Maritime Voyages 

have recognised their remarkable achievements 
by naming their new ship after Amy Johnson, 
the pioneering English pilot who was the first 
woman to fly solo from London to Australia.

Advertised prices exclude gratuities, automatic gratuities of £6pp per night will be debited to your on board account. Please note, Amy Johnson is new to the Cruise & Maritime Voyages fleet and is not a brand new 
ship. Booking conditions of South Quay Travel & Leisure Ltd t/a Cruise & Maritime Voyages (ATOL 4619) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

INCREDIBLE BUY ONE GET ONE FREE LAUNCH SAVINGS  
of up to £17,329±

Sail on board Cruise & Maritime Voyages’ new flagship,  
Amy Johnson, during her Maiden Season including:
 -  EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking for Junior Suites (JS) and above#

 -  EXCLUSIVE FREE on board spend of up to £200 for Voyager 
Outside (OG<) cabins and above*

 -  Full board cruising with mouth watering cuisine, afternoon tea 
and late night snacks

 - Welcome and farewell Captain’s drinks parties
 -  Fascinating guest speaker presentations and daytime activities
 - A wide choice of wonderful shore excursions×

 - A friendly and attentive service from an experienced crew
 -  An incredible range of on board facilities such as the spa××  

a fitness centre, and much more!
Flights where applicable and overseas transfers

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Trio  
of Summer Wine – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 

BOOK NOW WITH JUST A DEPOSIT THEN NOTHING TO PAY 
UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 17,329 when booking one of these  
maiden voyages, worth £173 off your next booking  
with ROL Cruise††

SAVE UP TO 
 £17,329±

THE 2021 MAIDEN SEASON
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

LAUNCH PROMOTION

AMY JOHNSON’S  

MAIDEN VOYAGE

Amy Johnson

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection

EXCLUSIVE FREE  
CAR PARKING  
AT THE PORT#

BOOK NOW WITH JUST A 
DEPOSIT THEN NOTHING 

TO PAY UNTIL 2021 

EX CLUSIVE FREE  
ON BOARD SPEND  

OF UP TO £200*

To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165
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YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE PRICES YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE PRICES

SOUTH NORWAY  
DISCOVERY

6 NIGHTS DEPARTING 13TH JUNE  
& 29TH AUGUST 2021

Day 1   Embark the new flagship Amy Johnson and depart 
London Tilbury for your 6 night maiden season voyage

Day 3  Kristiansand, Norway
Day 4   Fredrikstad, Norway 

Cruising Oslofjord 
Oslo, Norway 
Oslo’s innumerable sights mean there’s something to  
suit all tastes; from the haunting image of Edvard Munch’s 
The Scream at the National Gallery, to museums and a 
look into the city’s history on board a Viking ship. Plus, 
with its fjords and surrounding woodland, Oslo’s natural 
wonders are breathtaking 

Day 5  Skagen, Denmark
Day 7  Arrive in London Tilbury
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea. Please note, 13th June 2021 departure  
is 7 nights

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Standard Inside  1  £999 FREE

Voyager Outside  OG< £1,239 FREE

Premium Ocean View 12 £1,939 FREE

Junior Suite JS £3,099 FREE 
De Luxe Suite  DS  £3,799  FREE

HALF PRICE single cabins are available from £869
Itinerary, prices and availability are based on 29th August 2021 departure

GEMS OF THE 
BRITISH ISLES

12 NIGHTS DEPARTING 26TH SEPTEMBER 2021

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Voyager Inside   IG<  £1,939  FREE

Voyager Outside   OG<  £2,689  FREE

Premium Inside  4  £2,759  FREE

FREE upgrade to a Standard Ocean View Cabin (6)^

Superior Ocean View  9  £3,319  FREE

Premium Ocean View  12  £3,869  FREE

UNPACK ONCE WITH THESE  
INCREDIBLE NO-FLY ADVENTURES

Setting off from London Tilbury or Portsmouth, 
these incredible no-fly voyages will take the hassle 

out of tiresome travel. You’ll have no flights or 
transfers to worry about, simply arrive at the port 

and let the porters take care of everything for 
you. As soon as you get on board, you can start 
your holiday, refreshed and ready to explore the 

amazing destinations that await. Here you will find 
incredible no-fly cruises with the much-loved and 
traditionally British cruise line, Cruise & Maritime 
Voyages. As ever we had added some exclusive 
extras especially for you so you can benefit from 
a little something special when booking with us.

Advertised prices exclude gratuities, automatic gratuities of £7pp per night will be debited to your on board account. Booking conditions of South Quay Travel & Leisure Ltd t/a Cruise & Maritime Voyages (ATOL 4619) 
and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR  

BESTSELLING ROL CRUISE PACKAGE

INCREDIBLE BUY ONE GET ONE FREE SAVINGS of up to £8,229±

Full board no-fly accommodation on board your Cruise & 
Maritime Voyages’ ship including:

 -  EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking for Junior Suites (JS) and above#

 -  EXCLUSIVE FREE on board spend of up to £100 for Voyager 
Outside (OG<) cabins and above*

 -  Full board cruising with mouth watering cuisine, afternoon tea 
and late night snacks

 - Welcome and farewell Captain’s drinks parties
 -  Fascinating guest speaker presentations and daytime activities
 - A wide choice of wonderful shore excursions×

 - A friendly and attentive service from an experienced crew
 -  An incredible range of on board facilities such as the spa××  

a fitness centre, and much more!

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Duo  
of Summer Wine – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

BOOK NOW WITH JUST A DEPOSIT THEN NOTHING TO PAY 
UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 8,229 when booking one of these  
fantastic voyages with ROL Cruise††

THE BESTSELLING NO-FLY 2021
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

LAUNCH PROMOTION

Columbus

BALTIC CITIES &  
ST. PETERSBURG DISCOVERY 

14 NIGHTS DEPARTING 5TH JUNE,  
11TH JULY & 16TH SEPTEMBER 2021

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Voyager Inside  IG< £2,219 FREE
Voyager Outside   OG< £2,819 FREE
Premium Ocean View 12 £4,399 FREE
De Luxe Balcony DL £6,299 FREE
Junior Balcony Suite JS £7,089 FREE

HALF PRICE single cabins are available from £1,679
Itinerary, prices and availability are based on 16th September 2021 departure  

and ports of call may vary on other dates

YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE PRICES

Day 1 Embark Columbus and depart London Tilbury
Day 2 Amsterdam, Netherlands
Day 4 Copenhagen, Denmark
Day 5 Warnemünde (for optional tours to Berlin×), Germany
Day 7  Tallinn, Estonia 

In Tallinn ancient cobbled streets and cutting-edge 
restaurants come together. It’s a bustling metropolis  
with stunning coastal views that has somehow managed 
to keep hold of an old-fashioned charm seldom found  
in other European destinations

Day 8 - St. Petersburg, Russia (overnight) 
Day 9 
Day 10 Helsinki, Finland
Day 11 Stockholm, Sweden (depart early pm)
Day 13 Aarhus, Denmark (depart early pm)
Day 15 Arrive in London Tilbury

FREE  
CABIN  

UPGRADE^

YOUR BUY ONE GET ONE FREE ROL CRUISE PRICES

ICELAND, FAROES  
& BRITISH ISLES 

13 NIGHTS DEPARTING 31ST MAY 2021

CABIN GRADE 1ST PASSENGER PRICE 2ND PASSENGER PRICE

Voyager Inside   IG<  £2,099  FREE
Voyager Ocean View   OG<  £2,689  FREE
Premium Ocean View  12  £4,189  FREE
Junior Suite  JS  £6,729  FREE
De Luxe Suite DS  £8,229  FREE

HALF PRICE single cabins are available from £2,249

MAY 2021
Mon 31   Embark Amy Johnson and depart London Tilbury for  

your 13 night maiden season voyage
JUNE 2021
Wed 2  Kirkwall, Orkney Islands
Thu 3  Tórshavn, Faroe Islands
Fri 4  Seyðisfjörður, Iceland (arrive midday)
Sat 5  Akureyri, Iceland
Sun 6   Ísafjörður, Iceland 

This Icelandic metropolis is utterly enchanting – 
modernism collides with the clear, dark waters of the fjord 
and the majestic landscapes provide a dramatic backdrop. 
Take a boat trip× to nearby Vigur Island, known for its 
large colony of puffins

Mon 7  Grundarfjörður, Iceland
Tue 8 -  Reykjavík, Iceland (overnight) 
Wed 9
Sun 13  Arrive in London Tilbury
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

SAVE UP TO 
 £8,229±

EXCLUSIVE FREE  
CAR PARKING  
AT THE PORT#

EXCLUSIVE FREE  
ON BOARD SPEND  

OF UP TO £100*

BOOK NOW WITH 
JUST A DEPOSIT  

THEN NOTHING TO 
PAY UNTIL 2021 

SEPTEMBER 2021

Sun 26  Embark Marco Polo and depart Portsmouth

Mon 27  Harwich, United Kingdom (alternative embarkation port)

Wed 29  Kirkwall, Orkney Islands

Thu 30  Lerwick, Shetland Islands

OCTOBER 2021

Fri 1  Stornoway, Isle of Mull

Sat 2  Tobermory, Isle of Mull

Sun 3  Belfast, Northern Ireland (depart late night)

Mon 4  Holyhead, Isle of Anglesey

Tue 5  Cobh, Ireland

Wed 6  Bantry (for optional tours to Ring of Kerry×), Ireland

Fri 8  Arrive in Portsmouth
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

AMY JOHNSON’S  

MAIDEN SEASON

AMY JOHNSON’S  

MAIDEN SEASON
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THE NO-FLY 2021
CRUISE SALE

±Based on two adults sharing on 4th June 2021 departure. Booking conditions of Princess Cruises (ATOL 6294) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

PREMIUM CRUISING FROM ONLY £699PP

Cruise with Confidence with Princess...
Princess Cruises love helping you connect to unique 

destinations and each other but understand you may have 
concerns about booking a cruise right now. That’s why they 

have introduced Cruise with Confidence. It’s a way of reassuring 
you that when you’re ready to sail again, it’s as safe as possible. 

So dream on. Make plans. And let’s look forward to exploring 
this big beautiful world together soon. Princess Cruises are 

actively working with public health officials and medical 
experts in an effort to do everything possible to prevent illness, 

including COVID-19, on board their ships.

The Princess Difference...
The Princess Difference is their commitment to helping  

every guest embrace discovery and relaxation in a way that 
makes them come back new. There’s just something special 

about a Princess cruise. As the world’s no.1 premium cruise line, 
they like to do things differently. Set sail and experience  
a cruise like no other. Explore beyond the beaten track, 

embrace local cultures and cuisines, lose yourself in relaxation 
and be made to feel at home.

JUNE 2021
Fri 4  Embark Grand Princess and depart Southampton
Sun 6    Kristiansand, Norway 

★Recommended Excursion×: Archipelago  
Sailing Experience 
Set sail on a traditional 82 ft Norwegian schooner  
through the Kristiansand skerries and discover the  
scenic splendor of southern Norway’s coast during  
this delightful sightseeing excursion

Mon 7  Aarhus, Denmark
Tue 8   Copenhagen, Denmark
Wed 9  Gothenburg, Sweden
Thu 10   Oslo, Norway 

★Recommended Excursion×: The Best of Oslo 
Experience the best of Oslo – from the Viking Ship 
Museum to Vigeland Sculpture Park. Tour the Fram 
Museum and visit the birthplace of ski jumping

Sat 12  Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

SCANDINAVIAN DISCOVERY
8 NIGHTS DEPARTING  

4TH JUNE 2021

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE FARES FROM
STATEROOM/SUITE FULL FARE(PP) ROL CRUISE FARE FROM(PP)

Interior  £1,149 £699

Ocean View  £1,349  £849

Balcony  £1,449  £949

Mini Suite  £1,749  £1,149

Suite  £2,799  £1,699

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

Day 1  Embark Grand Princess and depart Southampton

Day 5   Las Palmas, Gran Canaria 
 ★Recommended Excursion×: Firgas & Azuaje Hiking  
Enjoy a hike through Gran Canaria’s intriguing landscape. 
Marvel at the island’s last remaining 500-year-old laurel 
trees in the Forest of Doramas and enjoy a picnic in 
Azuaje’s “hidden” valley

Day 6  Santa Cruz, Tenerife

Day 7   Arrecife, Lanzarote

Day 8  Funchal, Madeira 
  ★Recommended Excursion×: Foodies on Foot 

Indulge in a local gastronomic tour, guided by a local 
‘foodie’ passionate about sharing the very best regional 
flavors and historical sites that Madeira has to offer

Day 10  Vigo (for Santiago de Compostela), Spain

Day 12  Arrive in Southampton

Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

CANARY ISLANDS 
11 NIGHTS DEPARTING 4TH MAY  

& 12TH OCTOBER 2021

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE FARES FROM
STATEROOM/SUITE FULL FARE(PP) ROL CRUISE FARE FROM(PP)

Interior  £1,199 £949
Ocean View†  £1,449 £1,099
Balcony  £1,699 £1,399
Mini Suite  £1,999 £1,699
Suite  £3,599 £2,999

Itinerary, fares and availability are based on 12th October 2021 departure  
and ports of call may vary on alternative dates

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

Day 1  Embark Grand Princess and depart Southampton
Day 4  Gdańsk (from Gdynia), Poland
Day 5  Visby, Sweden
Day 6  Stockholm, Sweden
Day 7   Tallinn, Estonia
Day 8 -  St. Petersburg, Russia (overnight) 
Day 9   ★Recommended Excursion×: A Special Evening of 

Russian Ballet 
An overnight stay on board allows you to watch as dance 
takes center stage when you enjoy a night of culture in  
St. Petersburg at a performance by a local ballet company. 
Dressed in your finery, attend a full-length production 
at one of the city’s historic theaters and enjoy a glass of 
sparkling wine during intermission--the perfect evening 
after a day of sightseeing

Day 10  Helsinki, Finland
Day 12  Copenhagen, Denmark
Day 13  Kristiansand, Norway
Day 15  Arrive in Southampton
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

BALTIC HERITAGE
14 NIGHTS DEPARTING 15TH MAY,  
10TH JULY, 4TH SEPTEMBER 2021

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE FARES FROM
STATEROOM/SUITE FULL FARE(PP) ROL CRUISE FARE FROM(PP)

Interior  £1,599 £1,299
Ocean View†  £1,999  £1,399
Balcony  £2,399  £1,899
Mini Suite  £3,049 £2,499
Suite  £4,799 £3,699

Itinerary, fares and availability are based on 15th May 2021 departure  
and ports of call may vary on alternative dates

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR  

INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE PROMOTION

INCREDIBLE SAVINGS OF UP TO £2,200± 
EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking at the port when you book a Suite#

Full board no-fly cruising with Princess Cruises including:
ADD ALL OF THE BELOW PERKS FOR JUST £35PP PER DAY
 - Premium Drinks, Wi-Fi and gratuities++

PLUS
 -  Princess MedallionClassTM experience featuring expedited 

arrival, touchless stateroom entry, on demand services, family 
and friends locator and an interactive voyage timeline

 -  Engaging entertainment including enthralling theatre 
productions and live musicians

 -  COMPLIMENTARY dining options including Crafted by Curtis 
Stone, 24-hour buffet, 24-hour international café, poolside grill, 
ice cream bar, pizzeria, afternoon tea or 24-hour room service

 -   Variety of bars including Crooners Martini Bar and 
Wheelhouse bar

 -  Movies under the Stars at the poolside theatre with 
complimentary popcorn

 -  Blissful retreats on board including the Lotus Spa® or  
The Sanctuary××

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Duo of 
Summer Wine – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 
JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR PREFERRED 
STATEROOM/SUITE THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021 
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 7,398 when booking one of these  
incredible voyages with ROL Cruise††

EXCLUSIVE FREE  
CAR PARKING#

SAVE UP TO  
£2,200±

WI-FI++
PLUS ADD ALL OF THE BELOW PERKS FOR JUST £35PP PER DAY

PREMIUM DRINKS++ GRATUITIES++

To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT  
REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING  

TO PAY UNTIL 2021



YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE FARES FROM
STATEROOM/SUITE FULL FARE(PP) ROL CRUISE FARE FROM(PP)

Inside £2,499  £1,959
Ocean View £3,249 £2,939
Balcony £3,749 £3,239
Mini Suite £5,499   £4,899
Suite £8,099  £7,299

Solo fares may be available on request
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THE NO-FLY 2021
CANADA & NEW ENGLAND  
IN THE FALL CRUISE SALE

Booking conditions of Princess Cruises (ATOL 6294) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

PREMIUM CRUISING FROM ONLY £82PP PER NIGHT

SEPTEMBER 2021
Sat 18 Embark Grand Princess and depart Southampton
Sat 25  Boston, Massachusetts, USA
  ★ Recommended Excursion×: Historic Boston & Cambridge 

Scenic Drive 
A plethora of landmarks and cultural sights are seen on this 
scenic drive through the historic streets and neighbourhoods 
of Boston. Highlights include the historic Old North Church, 
the charming Beacon Hill area and a drive along a section of 
the historic Freedom Trail, taking you past many nationally 
significant sites

Sun 26  Bar Harbor, Maine, USA 
 ★ Recommended Excursion×: Acadia National Park  
Loop Road 
Settle in for a picturesque drive through Bar Harbor and along 
the stunning coastline of Acadia, the first National Park east 
of the Mississippi. Take in sweeping views of rugged shoreline, 
evergreen forests of spruce and pine, and mountain summits

Mon 27  Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada (arrive late am) 
  ★ Recommended Excursion×:  Peggy’s Cove & Coastal  

Scenic Drive 
Enjoy scenic ride through Halifax as you travel to the idyllic 
fishing community of Peggy’s Cove. Once you arrive, you’ll 
be swept away by the picturesque scenery of this village that 
dates back to 1811

Tue 28 Sydney, Nova Scotia, Canada
Thu 30 Québec City, Canada (arrive midday – overnight) 
  ★ Recommended Excursion×: Old Québec Walking Tour  

& Tea at Château Frontenac 
Enjoy a walking tour of Old Québec including a visit to Petit 
Champlain Street where musicians, jugglers and other street 
performers abound. Then, hop aboard the Funicular Railroad 
for a short ride to the historic, walled Upper Town for a walk 
through three centuries of history. Your last stop is Château 
Frontenac, Québec’s most recognizable landmark. Here, you’ll 
enjoy a complimentary snack of tea, coffee and pastries

OCTOBER 2021
Fri 1  Québec City, Canada 
Sat 2 Saguenay, Canada
  ★ Recommended Excursion×: Hiking Saguenay National Park 

Enjoy a hike through the spectacular Saguenay Fjord National 
Park. Conifers, hardwoods, the Laurentian Mountains, glacial 
lakes and, of course, the ice-blue fjord are the backgrop for 
this unmissable hike

Mon 4  Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada 
  ★ Recommended Excursion×: A Taste Of Charlottetown 

Walking Tour 
Dubbed ‘Canada’s Food Island’ Prince Edward Island is a 
foodie paradise. Discover the savoury delights for yourself on 
a walking tour to a number of local establishments offering 
steamed mussels, lobster rolls, craft beer, French fries made 
with island potatoes and more

Wed 6 St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada
Tue 12 Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at seaEXCLUSIVE  

FREE CAR PARKING 
FOR SUITES#

EXCLUSIVE  
FARES SAVING  
UP TO £1,600±

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT  
REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING 

TO PAY UNTIL 2021

WI-FI++
PLUS ADD ALL OF THE BELOW PERKS FOR JUST £35PP PER DAY

PREMIUM DRINKS++ GRATUITIES++

YOUR 24 NIGHT CANADA & 
 NEW ENGLAND IN THE FALL DISCOVERY  

DEPARTS 18TH SEPTEMBER 2021 

Cruise with Confidence
Princess are actively working with public health officials and 

medical experts in an effort to do everything possible to ensure 
the health, safety and wellbeing of their guests and crew. This 

includes enhancing health requirements, health screenings, 
sanitation procedures and revising medical protocols.

The Princess Difference...
The Princess Difference is their commitment to helping  

every guest embrace discovery and relaxation in a way that 
makes them come back new. There’s just something special 
about a Princess cruise. As the world’s no.1 premium cruise 

line, they like to do things differently. Set sail and experience a 
cruise like no other. Explore beyond the beaten track, embrace 
local cultures and cuisines, lose yourself in relaxation and be 

made to feel at home.

Princess MedallionClass™

Featuring the OceanMedallion™

The complimentary OceanMedallion™  
is the size of a 10 pence piece and is your  

key to opening doors: to your stateroom and a world  
of possibilities aboard your ship. From Curbside to Poolside  
in a Breeze, the best Wi-Fi at sea++, drinks find you wherever 
you are, find your friends, family and way  around the ship 

plus so much more.

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

EXCLUSIVE FARES SAVING UP TO £1,600± – ONLY AVAILABLE 
WHEN BOOKING WITH ROL CRUISE
EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking at the port when you book a Suite#

24 nights full board no-fly cruising on board Grand Princess including:
ADD ALL OF THE BELOW PERKS FOR JUST £35PP PER DAY 
 - Premium Drinks, Wi-Fi and gratuities++

 PLUS
 -  Princess MedallionClassTM experience featuring expedited 

arrival, touchless stateroom entry, on demand services,  
family and friends locator and an interactive voyage timeline

 -  Engaging entertainment including enthralling theatre 
productions and live musicians

 -  COMPLIMENTARY dining options including Crafted by  
Curtis Stone, 24-hour buffet, 24-hour international café, 
poolside grill, ice cream bar, pizzeria, afternoon tea or  
24-hour room service

 -  Variety of bars including Crooners Martini Bar and 
Wheelhouse bar

 -  Movies under the Stars at the poolside theatre with 
complimentary popcorn

 -  Blissful retreats on board including the Lotus Spa®  
or The Sanctuary××

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE 
Champagne Gift Box – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR  
HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 14,598 when booking this incredible voyage,  
worth £145 off your next booking with  ROL Cruise††

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR  
HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
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+National Trust Membership is a Joint National Trust Membership for 12 months. It will be valid from the date it is posted out for 12 months. Booking conditions of P&O Cruises (ATOL 6294) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

AURORA’S 2022 NO-FLY  
GRAND WORLD CRUISE

EXCLUSIVE 
FREE PRIVATE 

UK CHAUFFEUR 
SERVICE**

ON BOARD  
SPEND  

OF UP TO  
£1,820*

NO TIPS   
  REQUIRED++

EXCLUSIVE FREE  
NATIONAL  

TRUST 
MEMBERSHIP+

JUST A DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED  

TO SECURE YOUR 
GRAND WORLD 
CRUISE THEN 

NOTHING TO PAY 
UNTIL LATE 2021

YOUR 99 NIGHT GRAND WORLD CRUISE  
DEPARTS 3RD JANUARY 2022

JANUARY 2022

Your EXCLUSIVE FREE Private UK Chauffeur Service  
will transfer you to the port in style**

Mon 3  Embark Aurora, exclusively for adults, and depart Southampton 
for your 99 night world cruise

Fri 7  Santa Cruz, Tenerife
Thu 13  Bridgetown, Barbados (depart late evening)
Sat 15  Willemstad, Curaçao
Mon 17  Full Daytime Transit of the Panama Canal
Thu 20  Santa Cruz – Huatulco, Mexico
Sun 23  Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
Wed 26 -  San Francisco, California, USA (overnight) 
Thu 27  ★VOYAGE HIGHLIGHT★

   You’ll have ample time to really discover the Golden City. 
Explore Alcatraz Island× – synonymous with Al Capone’s 
incarceration – climb the famous wind in Lombard Street, shop 
‘til you drop in glam Union Square or simply saunter through the 
Golden Gate Park, home to the beautiful Japanese Tea Garden

FEBRUARY 2022
Tue 1 -  Honolulu, Hawaii, USA (overnight) 
Wed 2
Mon 7  Cross the International Date Line
Wed 9  Apia, Samoa Islands
Fri 11  Suva, Fiji
Mon 14 -  Auckland, New Zealand (overnight) ★VOYAGE HIGHLIGHT★ 
Tue 15
Wed 16  Tauranga, New Zealand
Thu 17  Bay of Islands, New Zealand
Sun 20 -  Sydney, Australia (overnight) ★VOYAGE HIGHLIGHT★ 
Mon 21   Make the most of your overnight stay in one of the most 

beautiful cities in the world. Enjoy exploring the iconic sites 
from Sydney Opera House and Sydney Harbour Bridge to the 
miles of ocean coastline and sandy beaches

Wed 23  Brisbane, Australia (depart late night)
Sun 27  Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
MARCH 2022
Sat 5 -  Tokyo, Japan (overnight) ★VOYAGE HIGHLIGHT★ 
Sun 6   Japan’s sprawling capital, Tokyo, is a destination always on 

the move. If you are not dazzled by the neon lights of modern 
shopping centres, then you will find solace and peace in a 
number of gardens. Rich in history, Tokyo is a modern city built 
on old patterns and ancient Japan is still apparent in the local 
handicrafts, lantern-lit yakitori (grilled chicken) stands and 
historic temples. Offering you the best of both worlds, Tokyo is 
an awe-inspiring destination to visit 

Tue 8  Kagoshima, Japan
Fri 11 -  Hong Kong, China (overnight – depart late evening) 
Sat 12
Wed 16  Singapore
Thu 17  Port Kelang, Malaysia
Fri 18  Penang, Malaysia
Mon 21  Colombo, Sri Lanka (depart late night)
Sat 26 -   Dubai, UAE (overnight – depart early pm) ★VOYAGE HIGHLIGHT★

Sun 27   On the Persian Gulf coast of the United Arab Emirates, this 
exotic cruise destination boasts world-renowned structures, 
enviably glamorous resorts and a pioneering industrial 
infrastructure. Home to the tallest building in the world – the 
soaring Burj Khalifa – and bustling spice souks, the city offers 
a unique blend of cultural traditions and cosmopolitan lifestyle

Mon 28  Muscat, Oman
APRIL 2022
Mon 4  Full Daytime Transit of the Suez Canal
Thu 7  Valletta, Malta (depart late evening)
Sun 10  Cádiz, Spain
Wed 13  Arrive in Southampton

Your EXCLUSIVE FREE Private UK Chauffeur will be awaiting your 
arrival to transfer you home in style**

Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea. Please note, a day may be lost/gained when 
crossing the International Date Line

Aurora will set sail on a world cruise for the first time 
since 2017, offering you the opportunity to embark 
on a Western Circumnavigation for 99 nights. This 
is the journey you’ve always dreamed of. The journey 
of a lifetime, certain to ink indelible memories into 
your mind. This is your time to taste the captivating 
cultures, sample the exotic experiences, and behold 
the world wonders you’ve always longed to. This is 
more than a holiday. This is a life-changing adventure.

TIME STOPS ON A WORLD CRUISE  
A world cruise gives you the opportunity to slow down, allowing you  
to absorb everything at your own pace and enjoy every precious 
moment. Only unpack once so you have ample time to yourself to  
do the things you don’t usually have time to do; why not pamper 
yourself with a dip in the Jacuzzi or a rejuvenating spa treatment××.

VALUE
A world cruise is inclusive of meals, accommodation, an enriching 
daytime and evening entertainment programme, plus use of the 
facilities on board. This journey represents exceptional value for  
money, plus, with your exclusive ROL Cruise launch benefits including 
an exclusive free Private UK Chauffeur Service** and National Trust 
Gift Membership+ for all bookings, you can be sure that  
you are booking the best deal.

EXPERIENCE UNFORGETTABLE PORTS OF CALL
This has to be the No.1 reason to take a world cruise. Think of all those
places you’ve always wanted to visit and then imagine seeing them all
in one journey. In just one journey you can visit over 26 ports across 19 
countries ensuring you endure experiences that are unique to travelling 
by sea, from cruising beneath the Golden Gate Bridge to gliding right 
into the heart of Japan as you will enjoy two full days in Tokyo.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR  

EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE PROMOTION

EXCLUSIVE FREE Private UK Chauffeur Service for all bookings, 
up to 100 miles each way** – Book your world cruise with ROL 
Cruise and we’ll pay for your transfers to and from the port, 
allowing you to relax as soon as you leave home

99 nights full board cruising on board Aurora, exclusively for 
adults, including:

 -  ON BOARD SPEND of up to £1,820* for all bookings –  
Enjoy on board spending money meaning you can treat 
yourself throughout your voyage; sip champagne, enjoy some 
relaxing spa treatments or take those additional enriching 
shore excursions which create memories of a lifetime

 - NO TIPS required on board++

 -  OVERNIGHT STAYS on board in San Francisco, Honolulu, 
Auckland, Sydney, Tokyo, Hong Kong and Dubai

 -  A range of tantalising restaurants offering culinary 
masterpieces to informal buffets

 -  A choice of pools to relax and unwind in or simply soak up the 
sun on the spacious deck

 -  Take part in one of many on board activities including guest 
speakers, films, dance lessons and much more

EXCLUSIVE FREE National Trust Membership for all bookings+

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 to receive a FREE 
Colchester Jumbo Gin – EXCLUSIVELY for Blue Horizons readers+

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR GRAND WORLD 
CRUISE THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL LATE 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 44,118 when booking this incredible  
world cruise, worth £441 off your next booking  
with ROL Cruise††

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE PRICES 
CABIN GRADE   ROL CRUISE PRICE(PP)

Inside  PF  £11,839
Sea view  LF  £13,699
Balcony  GF  £19,329
Balcony  GA  £20,439 
Deluxe Balcony  EE   £22,059

ALL OTHER SUITES HAVE SOLD OUT
Solo prices are available from £18,969

PLEASE  
DO NOT DELAY 

 – LIMITED 
AVAILABILITY

PLEASE DON’T MISS OUT, CABINS ARE SELLING FAST

★ YOUR WORLD CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS ★

32,000
NAUTICAL MILES

7
OVERNIGHT STAYS

99
NIGHTS

26
DESTINATIONS

19
COUNTRIES

 PLUS, FULL TIME DAYTIME TRANSITS 
OF THE PANAMA & SUEZ CANALS

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

USE YOUR FUTURE 
CRUISE CREDIT 

TO SECURE YOUR 
PREFERRED 

STATEROOM 
OR SUITE
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THE NO-FLY 2021 

Iconic Transatlantic Voyage
ON BOARD QUEEN MARY 2

Day 1  Embark Queen Mary 2 and depart Southampton

Day 2 -  Relaxing at sea 
Day 4   Savour seven nights at sea. Queen Mary 2 has a timeless 

appeal, combining a wonderful sense of glamorous history 
and modern style. Perhaps begin your voyage with the 
famous daily Afternoon Tea in the Queens Room, or take a 
seat in Illuminations and enjoy a 3D film, planetarium show×× 
or famous Insights speaker

Day 5 -  Relaxing at sea 
Day 7   Take part in a wine tasting experience×× in the Britannia 

Restaurant – hosted by the Chief Sommelier on board, or 
learn the Quickstep or Cha-Cha ready for the themed ball in 
the evening. As you continue your voyage, 25-hour days will 
ensure there’s no jet lag as you cross the time zones

Day 8   New York, USA 
With more restaurants, museums and iconic sights than 
perhaps any other destination, there’s something for 
everyone in the Big Apple. As the setting for so many famous 
films, New York City contains some of the world’s most 
universally recognised landmarks. You could easily while 
away an afternoon simply taking it all in. The torch-bearing 
Statue of Liberty is, of course, an essential sight to see, as is 
the world-famous Times Square. You’ll also want to visit the 
Empire State Building – standing at 1,454 feet high, the Art 
Deco-style building’s observation deck offers breathtaking 
views of the city

Day 9 -  Relaxing at sea 
Day 11   Use your on board spend to treat yourself to a three day 

SpaClub Passport×× in the Canyon Ranch SpaClub® and 
indulge in a variety of treatments

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE FARES 
STATEROOM/SUITE  GRADE ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Inside (only 1 left) IE £1,399
COMPLIMENTARY upgrade to an Inside Stateroom (IB)^

Oceanview EF £1,699
Balcony BF £1,949

EXCLUSIVE COMPLIMENTARY upgrade to a Balcony Stateroom (BC)^
Club Balcony A2 SOLD OUT
Princess Grill Suite P2 £3,999
Queens Grill Suite (only 1 left) Q6 £4,899
Royal Suite Q3 SOLD OUT

Solo fares are available from £2,439
Itinerary, fares and availability are based on 19th April 2021 departure

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR 
PREFERRED STATEROOM/SUITE THEN NOTHING  

TO PAY UNTIL 2021

14 NIGHTS DEPARTING 19TH APRIL, 21ST MAY, 15TH AUGUST, 5TH SEPTEMBER & 22ND OCTOBER 2021

COMPLIMENTARY  
ON BOARD SPEND  

OF UP TO $540*

COMPLIMENTARY 
CAR  

PARKING# 

COMPLIMENTARY 
COACH  

TRANSFERS

BOOK WITH  
THE TOP PARTNER 

FOR CUNARD

Experience the difference 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

BOOK WITH THE TOP PARTNER FOR CUNARD

14 nights of full board no-fly accommodation aboard the iconic 
Queen Mary 2 including:
 -  COMPLIMENTARY on board spend of up to $540* – enjoy on 

board spending money meaning you can treat yourself throughout 
your voyage OR choose COMPLIMENTARY car parking# OR 
COMPLIMENTARY coach transfers to begin your holiday in style

 -  COMPLIMENTARY Stateroom upgrades^
 -  A stunning selection of fine dining, bars and lounges, plus 24 hour 

room service
 - Lavish theatre productions, concerts and recitals
 -  On board entertainment including the largest dance floor at sea
 - A variety of Cunard lectures and workshops
 - A wide range of brands in the duty free Mayfair shops
 - Time in New York to spend as you please

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 to receive a FREE Godiva  
Gift – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 9,798 when booking this unforgettable  
voyage, with ROL Cruise††

Day 12 - Relaxing at sea 
Day 14   If you hadn’t shopped enough in New York, why not visit the 

duty free Mayfair shops. With a wide range of brands, there’s 
sure to be something to take your fancy. Enjoy a Martini 
mixology class or whisky tasting in the Commodore Club or 
Lunch & Learn in The Verandah Restaurant where Cunard’s 
Sommeliers will guide you through a chosen topic as you 
tuck into a three course lunch××

Day 15  Arrive in Southampton

REFINED JOURNEYS
The art of travelling well has been 
perfected by Cunard over many 

years, suffused with elegance and 
a sense of assured ease in every 
detail. The spacious, uncrowded 

ships set the benchmark in 
luxury ocean travel, providing a 
classic and refined experience 

for those with discerning tastes. 
Relax and take in your Cunard 

journey, whether in one of their 
elegant staterooms or suites, or 
in one of the many public areas.

ENTERTAINMENT, 
HEALTH & 

WELLBEING 
Talks on a range of issues by 
well known celebrities and 
experts comedy and drama 

shows, Shakespeare classics and 
spectacular musical productions 
in the Royal Court Theatre. Enjoy 

full use of the sports court for 
football, deck tennis, basketball 
and more. There is also a choice 

of swimming pools and whirlpool 
spas plus a fully equipped gym.

SOPHISTICATED 
DINING 

Whichever restaurant you 
are dining in, everything is 

beautifully presented and offered 
with wines that complement 
your choice perfectly. Often 

what’s on offer reflects where 
you are in the world, as their 
chefs make use of fresh, local 

ingredients. The service is always 
impeccable, but never intrusive. 
For those special occasions, The 

Verandah offers the ultimate 
dining experience at sea.

WHITE STAR SERVICE 
Cunard pride themselves on a 
service that goes above and 

beyond your expectations. It’s 
the warm smile that welcomes 
you on embarkation, the white-

gloved hand that serves you 
Afternoon Tea, and the polite yet 
friendly greeting in the corridor. 
From then on, you’ll notice that 
every detail of your cruise has 
been carefully considered to 
make sure you have the most 
enjoyable, memorable, and 

luxurious experience on board.

Queen Mary 2 in New York, USA

COMPLIMENTARY 
STATEROOM  
UPGRADES^

a flagship without compare
Christened by her majesty the queen in 2004, Queen Mary 2 is the world’s largest and most renowned ocean liner. Following her  

£90 million transformation in June 2016, this world-class ship is beyond compare. Adored by her passengers and crew alike,  
her reputation for splendour and elegance is unparalleled and ensures that she remains at the forefront of luxury.

Your Cunard Experience

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

USE YOUR FUTURE 
CRUISE CREDIT 

TO SECURE YOUR 
PREFERRED 

STATEROOM 
OR SUITE
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DECEMBER 2021 

Wed 15   Embark the iconic Queen Mary 2 and 
depart Southampton

Wed 22   New York, USA 
Shop ‘til you drop on Fifth Avenue, 
see the bright lights of Broadway, 
experience the bustling Times Square 
and view spectacular Manhattan from 
the top of the Statue of Liberty

Sat 25   ★Spend Christmas Day relaxing at sea ★ 

Queen Mary 2 is adorned with trees, 
wreaths, gingerbread cottages and 
twinkling lights. Your ship will feature 
periodic “snowing events” whereby 
special festive activities are conducted 
under a light, simulated snow fall. 
The big day itself is an event not to 
be missed, with a traditional British 
Christmas Dinner, a Father Christmas 
parade, Midnight Mass on Christmas 
Eve as well as a Christmas Day Service 
and fantastic seasonal entertainment! 

Sun 26   Road Town, Tortola  
Upon docking at Road Town, you 
can explore the many beauties of 
Tortola, including ivory-coloured sands, 
crystal-clear aquamarine seas and 
the beautiful and natural world of JR 
O’Neal Botanic Gardens. Local cuisine 
features succulent Anegada lobster, 
papaya and sweet potato pudding 

Mon 27   Basseterre, St. Kitts 
The capital Basseterre may be French 
by name, but St. Kitts is part of the 
Caribbean’s earliest British colony. The 
town’s Georgian centrepiece named 
the Circus, is modelled on London’s 
own Piccadilly. This scenic island is 
simply stunning when viewed from 

YOUR INCREDIBLE 
ROL CRUISE FARES

STATEROOM/SUITE  GRADE ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Inside IF  £2,999
Oceanview  EF £3,899
Balcony  BZ £4,669
Club Balcony  A1  £6,689
PRINCESS & QUEENS GRILL
Princess Grill Suite  P1 £9,999
Queens Grill Suite  Q6  £11,499
Duplex Suite (only 2 left!)  Q2  £31,699

Solo fares are available from £5,249

26 NIGHTS DEPARTING 15TH DECEMBER 2021 

COMPLIMENTARY  
ON BOARD SPEND  
OF UP TO $920*

COMPLIMENTARY 
CAR 

PARKING# 

COMPLIMENTARY 
COACH 

TRANSFERS

STATEROOMS ARE 
SELLING FAST – PLEASE  

DO NOT DELAY

the Fortress of Brimstone Hill, where 
you’ll see a panorama of volcanic 
slopes, verdant sugar cane plantations 
and neighbouring islands 

Tue 28  Bridgetown, Barbados 
Wed 29  Roseau, Dominica
Thu 30   Philipsburg, St. Maarten 

Perched on a narrow strip of land 
between the crystal clear Caribbean 
Sea and the Great Salt Pond, the 
Caribbean gem Philipsburg is a 
fabulous setting for a wide array of 
things to see and experience. Stroll 
along the inland salt lake, head for 
the gorgeous city beach or browse 
Philipsburg’s gingerbread shops 

Fri 31 ★Spend New Year’s Eve relaxing at sea ★
JANUARY 2022
Sat 1 ★New Year’s Day relaxing at sea ★
Mon 3  New York, USA
Mon 10  Arrive in Southampton 
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

EXPERIENCE  
THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE PROMOTION

BOOK WITH THE TOP PARTNER  
FOR CUNARD

26 nights full board no-fly accommodation 
on board Queen Mary 2 including:

 -  COMPLIMENTARY on board spending 
money of up to $920* OR  
car parking# OR coach transfers

 -  A stunning selection of White Star  
fine dining, bars and lounges

 -  Dance instruction and gentlemen  
host dancers

 -  Lavish theatre productions, concerts 
and recitals

 -  Daily Afternoon Tea served in the 
Queens Room

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 
and receive a FREE Champagne Gift Box 
- EXCLUSIVELY for readers of  
Blue Horizons+

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE 
YOUR PREFERRED STATEROOM/SUITE 
THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 63,398 when booking  
this incredible voyage, worth  
£633 off your next booking  
with ROL Cruise††

JUST A  DEPOSIT TO SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

THE 2021 NO-FLY
 

VOYAGE

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection



CUNARD’S FAMOUS 

Afternoon Tea Scones
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In celebration of Cunard’s 180th Anniversary we thought  
we’d share Cunard’s iconic Afternoon Tea Scones recipe for you to try at home... 

T he concept of Afternoon Tea was introduced by 
Anna, Duchess of Bedford, who in 1840 required 
a little sustenance to bridge the gap between 

lunch and dinner. She requested that a tray of bread 
and butter, sweetmeats and a pot of tea be brought to 
her room in the late afternoon. Soon friends began to 
join her, and before long Afternoon Tea became a daily 
occasion in fashionable society.

A signature Cunard experience, Traditional Afternoon  
Tea is served daily in the on board. Cunard’s ships 
provide a perfect environment to enjoy the ritual of 
Afternoon Tea while on holiday – amid the beautiful 
surroundings of the Queens Room, impeccable  
white-gloved service, and the melodic strains of a  
string trio or tinkling piano.

While the traditional elements 
are all present and correct, 
unique finishing touches 
and innovations ensure 
that Cunard’s Afternoon 
Tea stands out from 
the teatime crowd. The 
Cunard Macaron, for 
instance, is red and  
black to match Cunard’s 
aesthetic, whilst a specially 
made branding iron finishes the 
top of each handmade scone with the ship’s logo.  
As well asthe Traditional Afternoon Tea, Cunard  
guests can also enjoy a Champagne Afternoon Tea,  
The Lions Share – a hearty Afternoon Tea in the Golden 
Lion pub, or a Godiva Chocolate Afternoon Tea. This 
extraordinary afternoon tea on Queen Mary 2 includes  
a range of delicious Godiva treats including two  
Godiva signature cakes and Godiva white chocolate  
Key Lime scones, yum!

Ingredients for 12 scones

•  500g plain flour
•  25g baking powder
•  125g diced butter
•  75g caster sugar
•  4 eggs
•  125ml whole milk
•  60g sultanas

Method

1. Take the flour, baking 
powder, butter and sugar 
 to breadcrumb stage by 
either rubbing or using a 
paddle on a mixer.

2. Add the sultanas and  
mix again. 

3. Add three of the eggs and 
the milk, then mix well.

4. Pat down on a lightly 
floured surface until  
smooth and leave to rest  
for five minutes.

5. Roll out to 2cm thick, 
turning after each push  
to even the tension in  
the dough.

6. Cut the scone mix out and 
place onto a paper lined tray.

7. Using the final egg, egg 
wash with the yolk and rest 
for a further 10 minutes.

8. Bake at 180°C for 
approximately twelve 
minutes.

9. Serve with your choice  
of jam & clotted cream.

Turn to pages 20-21 for an iconic No-Fly Cunard Transatlantic Voyage on board Queen Mary 2 or experience 
Cunard’s Christmas and New Year traditions on a no-fly voyage to the Caribbean on the opposite page.

 

★★★Crossword Winner ★★★

THE JUNE CROSSWORD WINNER IS MRS V. ANDREWS FROM WALTON-ON-THAMES WHO RECEIVES  
A CASE OF SIX FINE WINES

Crosswords Solutions June edition
ACROSS: 1. Spitsbergen 9. Enter 10. Oxymoron 11. Eighteen 12. Penzance 13. Bavaria 14. Inca 16. Otter 19. Nadia 21. Grip 23. Orlando  

24. Titicaca 26. Nascence 27. Milanese 28. Snafu 29. Punta Arenas  DOWN: 2. Pixie 3. Time zone 4. Burundi 5. Ranee 6. Newhaven 7. Ethelred  
8. Gran Canaria 12. Peloponnese  13. Bari 15. No-go 17. Talisman 18. Runner-up 20. Alicante 22. Patella 24. Tempt 25. Costa

recreate the quintessentially british 
afternoon tea experience at home with  

this delicious scone recipe from  
cunard’s executive chef, nick oldroyd.
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THE ALL-INCLUSIVE NO-FLY  
2021 LAUNCH PROMOTION

YOUR SAGA EXPERIENCE
Saga have been creating cruises exclusively for over 50s 

(a travelling companion can be over 40) for more than 60 
years, with incredible destinations, memorable experiences 

and fantastic value at the heart of what they do.

A BALCONY FOR EVERY GUEST 
It’s one of the most distinctive feature: every cabin 
has a balcony, giving you your own outside space. 
So whether you’re cruising into Corsica, or around 

France’s top destinations, you have your own place to 
relax, enjoy the views and fresh air, and watch the sun 

set as you head to another incredible destination.

SUITE DREAMS 
For even more luxury, why not upgrade to a sumptuous 

Suite? They’re the most exclusive accommodation 
that Spirit of Discovery has to offer, packed with extra 

features and butler service designed to make your 
cruise even more special. Offering far more space up 

to a staggering 730 square feet per cabin, they feature 
elegant living and dining areas and much more.

SUMPTUOUS SINGLE CABINS 
Solo cruisers are also spoilt for choice, with a range of 

over 100 single balcony cabins. This is a first for the 
cruising industry: no other ship has dedicated such space 
to single cruise-goers. In keeping with the ship’s theme 
of choice, single cabins are available in a wide selection 

of grades, giving solo travellers just as much choice.

Please note, Saga only accepts guests over 50, however someone over 40 can travel if the other guest is over 50. ^^Whenever possible, at least 500 yards from the nearest town centre. **Private Chauffeur up to 75 miles each way; shared chauffeur service from 76-250 miles. Additional miles can be purchased at a supplement. ±Based on two adults sharing the highest grades advertised. Booking conditions of Saga (ATOL 0308) Reader Offers Limited Agency 
terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

AUTHENTIC SPAIN & ITALIAN CHARMS 
18 NIGHTS DEPARTING 25TH JUNE & 15TH AUGUST 2021

WONDERS OF THE WESTERN  
MEDITERRANEAN  

15 NIGHTS DEPARTING 18TH JULY 2021Day 1  Embark Spirit of Discovery and depart Southampton
Day 5   Málaga, Spain ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 

The southern Spanish city of Málaga has a lot more to  
offer than a sunny Mediterranean climate. The city 
where artist Pablo Picasso was born is now regarded as 
Andalusia’s cultural capital. It boasts an astonishingly 
diverse array of museums, narrow pedestrianised streets 
within the restored historic centre and the remnants of 
Moorish architecture

Day 7   Mahón, Menorca ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 
The capital of Minorca is a great place to unwind with its 
array of cafes, restaurants and colourful shops. Occupied 
by the British during the 18th century, its colonial rule is 
spelt out in the Georgian-influenced architecture, dotted 
among remains that are neoclassical, baroque and 
Romanesque, which you can appreciate on an included 
scenic tour× 

Day 8   Toulon, France 
Situated on southern France’s Mediterranean coast, Toulon is 
lined with sandy beaches and shingle coves. As a significant 
naval base, the harbor is home to submarines and warships, 
as well as fishing boats and ferries. In the port, grand Musée 
National de la Marine in exhibits maritime artifacts, whilst 
spectacular views can be admired from atop Mount Faron, 
visitable via cable car

Day 9   Portofino, Italy ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 
Enjoy an included tour× of the pretty coastal village of 

JULY 2021

Sun 18  Embark Spirit of Discovery and depart Southampton

Thu 22   Málaga, Spain ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 
Begin your explorations with an included sightseeing 
tour× of Málaga. Its historic centre runs from the bustling 
harbour, up to the foot of the Montes de Málaga. Here 
discover Phoenician and Roman remains, a palatial Moorish 
fortress – The Alcazaba – and see masses of Renaissance 
and baroque architecture

Fri 23   Cartagena, Spain ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 
On this included panoramic tour×, retrace Cartagena’s 
history back to the Roman empire as manicured 
promenades lead you to ancient ruins, leaving you to 
marvel over the many archaeological finds unearthed in 
Cartagena. Also enjoy the opportunity to see a traditional 
Spanish Horse Show at a performance exclusively for  
Saga guests

Sun 25  Ajaccio, Corsica

Mon 26   Toulon, France ★ INCLUDaED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 
A beautiful coastal resort approximately 32 miles from 
Marseilles, popular Toulon has an extensive port that is 
home to the French navy, as well as a picturesque old town 
of colourful markets and elegant fountains. Look forward 
to an included tour× revealing the highlights

Tue 27   Barcelona, Spain  ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 

On your included sightseeing tour×, visit La Rambla, 
the fabulous shopping street that’s abuzz with street 
performers and musicians. Follow the call of Gaudi and 
seek out the artist’s most famous yet incomplete work, the 
Basilica de la Sagrada Familia, and explore the enchanting 
old streets of the Gothic quarter

Thu 29   Gibraltar 
Gibraltar is a pleasant blend of familiar and unique. Hop on 
a cable car to whizz up to the top of the Rock of Gibraltar 
and enjoy the spectacular views on offer – be sure to visit 
the Barbary macaques for unique photo opportunities

AUGUST 2021

Mon 2  Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

DISCOVER THE MEDITERRANEAN & BEYOND

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS OF UP TO 35%± – PLEASE DO NOT DELAY – 
FARES ARE INCREASING

FREE Chauffeur Service, up to 250 miles each way** OR FREE car 
parking near the port#

Optional travel insurance INCLUDED++ (reduction if not required, 
treatment abroad for Covid-19 and repatriation to the UK 
included as standard)

All-inclusive accommodation on board Spirit of Discovery including:
 - Drinks and gratuities INCLUDED++

 - FREE Wi-Fi++

 - All meals and snacks in every main speciality restaurant
 - FREE 24-hour room service
 - Outdoor games area, sports court and deck games

The currency on board is pound sterling, so you won’t need to 
worry about any foreign exchange rate fluctuation

FREE shuttle bus in most ports^^

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE 
Champagne Gift Box – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR  
HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 14,398 worth £143  
off your next booking  
with ROL Cruise††

INCLUDED  

SIGHTSEEING  

EXCURSIONS ×

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
CABIN GRADE   FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Standard Twin with Balcony K  £5,076 £3,939

Deluxe Twin with Balcony E  £7,868 £6,109

Suite  FF  £11,421 £7,199

Solo fares are available from £6,259
Itinerary, fares and availability are based on 15th August 2021 departure

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
CABIN GRADE   FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Standard Twin with Balcony J £4,774 £3,699

Deluxe Twin with Balcony E  £6,727 £5,549

Suite FF £9,765 £6,159

Solo fares are available from £5,359

FREE CHAUFFEUR 
SERVICE** OR PORT 

CAR PARKING#

INCLUDED DRINKS,  
GRATUITIES  

& WI-FI++

EXCLUSIVE 
SAVINGS OF  

UP TO 35%±

TRAVEL  
INSURANCE  
  INCLUDED++

Amalfi Coast

Portofino, once a bustling base for fishermen. Today, its 
yacht-filled harbour illustrates its transformation  
into a popular luxury travel destination, while retaining 
plenty of its traditional charm

Day 10  Civitavecchia (for Rome), Italy
Day 11   Salerno, Italy ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 

Ancient landmarks and a charming old quarter, landscaped 
parks and fascinating museums are all yours to discover on 
an included tour×

Day 13   Barcelona, Spain ★ INCLUDED SIGHTSEEING TOUR× ★ 

Barcelona’s stunning blend of intriguing architecture, 
irrepressible culture, exquisite food and inviting beaches 
can all be discovered on your included tour× 

Day 15   Gibraltar
Day 19  Arrive in Southampton
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

INCLUDED  

SIGHTSEEING  

EXCURSIONS ×

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165
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THE BESTSELLING  

2021 NO-FLY  
LAUNCH  

PROMOTION

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PROMOTION

EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking at the port for AquaClass® 
Staterooms (A2) and above#

No-fly cruising on board the newly revolutionised  
Celebrity Silhouette® including:

 -  EXCLUSIVE FREE on board spending money of up to $600  
for all bookings*

Book a Sky Suite (S2) & receive:

 - Premium Drinks Package++

 - Gratuities++

 - Unlimited Wi-Fi++

 - A range of restaurants offering sumptuous cuisine

 -  Thrilling entertainment including electrifying shows in the 
main theatre, surreal feats of acrobatics, exclusive speciality 
acts, musicals, comedy shows & much more

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY,  
THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 12,998 worth £129 off your next  
booking with ROL Cruise††

THE CELEBRITY REVOLUTION
Embark on a journey and enjoy the largest  
renovation investment Celebrity Cruises®  

have ever made, which will redefine modern 
travel as you know it. Make way for The  

Celebrity Revolution.

++Monetary worth is based on 14 night cruise. Celebrity Cruises® and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

FLASH  
SALE – PLEASE 

CALL FOR 
DETAILS OF THE 
LATEST FLASH 

SALE OFFER

INCLUDED 
PREMIUM  

DRINKS  
PACKAGE FOR    

  SUITES++

EXCLUSIVE 
 FREE  

ON BOARD  
SPEND OF UP 

 TO $600*

JOIN THE
NEWLY-

ENHANCED
CELEBRITY

SILHOUETTE®

EXCLUSIVE  
FREE CAR 
PARKING#

JUST A  
DEPOSIT THEN 

NOTHING  
TO PAY UNTIL 

2021

JULY 2021
Sat 31   Embark the newly-revolutionised Celebrity Silhouette®  

and depart Southampton
AUGUST 2021
Tue 3   Málaga, Spain 

Birthplace of Pablo Picasso, Málaga is now regarded as 
Andalusia’s cultural capital. It boasts an astonishingly 
diverse array of museums, narrow pedestrianised streets 
within the restored historic centre and the remnants of 
Moorish architecture – like the Alcazaba fortress, which 
overlooks Málaga from a hilltop

Thu 5  Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Fri 6  Naples, Italy
Sat 7   Rome (from Civitavecchia), Italy
Sun 8  Florence/Pisa (from La Spezia), Italy
Mon 9  Provence (from Marseilles), France
Wed 11  Gibraltar
Sat 14  Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

SEPTEMBER 2021
Sat 18   Embark the newly-revolutionised Celebrity Silhouette® 

and depart Southampton
Mon 20 - Oslo, Norway (overnight)
Tue 21   Oslo’s innumerable sights mean there’s something to suit 

all tastes; from the haunting image of Edvard Munch’s 
The Scream at the National Gallery, to museums and a 
look into the city’s history on board a Viking ship. Plus, 
with its fjords and surrounding woodland, Oslo’s natural 
wonders are breathtaking

Wed 22 Copenhagen, Denmark
Fri 24  Amsterdam, Netherlands
Sat 25  Bruges (from Zeebrugge), Belgium
Sun 26   Paris (from Le Havre), France 

Visit the stunning city of Paris and explore the iconic 
sights including the Eiffel Tower, the stunning Lovre or 
talk a walk along the Champs-Elysees

Mon 27  Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

SPAIN & ITALIAN MEDITERRANEAN 
14 NIGHTS DEPARTING 31ST JULY 2021

EUROPEAN CAPITAL CITIES  
9 NIGHTS DEPARTING 18TH SEPTEMBER 2021

JULY 2021
Day 1   Embark the newly-revolutionised Celebrity Silhouette® 

and depart Southampton
Day 2  St. Peter Port, Guernsey
Day 3  Waterford, Ireland
Day 4  Cork (from Cobh), Ireland
Day 5  Dublin, Ireland
Day 6  Glasgow (from Greenock), Scotland
Day 9   Akureyri, Iceland 

Akureyri, pronounced a’h-koo-rare-ee’, is Iceland’s 
fourth-largest city. Despite its population of just 18,000, 
Akureyri, is one of the coolest places in the country, with 
eclectic cafés, renowned restaurants and art galleries

Day 10 - Reykjavík Iceland (overnight) 
Day 11   
Day 13   Belfast, Northern Ireland 

The famous Irish hospitality and, indeed, the ‘craic’ can 
be well and truly found in Belfast, the riverside capital 
of Northern Ireland. It’s the city that inspired both The 
Chronicles of Narnia and Gulliver’s Travels

Day 15  Arrive in Southampton
Days not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

ICELAND & IRELAND 
14 NIGHTS DEPARTING 29TH MAY & 4TH SEPTEMBER 2021

OCTOBER 2021
Fri 8   Embark the newly-revolutionised Celebrity Silhouette® 

and depart Southampton
Sun 10  Bilbao, Spain
Tue 12  Vigo, Spain
Wed 13  Porto (from Leixões), Portugal
Thu 14   Lisbon, Portugal 

Follow in the footsteps of the world’s greatest explorers 
as you wind your way through Lisbon’s cobblestone 
streets. Take in the tree-lined squares, ancient castles and 
colourful cityscape of Portugal’s capital city. Stroll along 
the historic waterfront, view medieval architecture and be 
enveloped by Lisbon’s artistic atmosphere

Sat 16   La Coruña, Spain 
La Coruña is a modern city which pleasantly combines 
traditional architecture with its fishing industry and 
boutique shopping opportunities 

Mon 18  Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

SPAIN & PORTUGAL  
10 NIGHTS DEPARTING 8TH OCTOBER 2021

MODERN LUXURY ON 
THE GRANDEST SCALE
Infusing suites and staterooms with  
Kelly Hoppen’s MBE signature style – a 
subtle, coordinated fusion of East meets 
West, with clean lines, neutral tones, and 
a warm, inviting opulence. It’s fresh, new 
look rivals the world’s best boutique 
hotels. Every room has been boldly 
rethought, every detail of the staterooms 
has been elevated, every comfort refined.

DINING HAS NEVER  
TASTED SO GOOD
The Main Restaurants will be transformed 
to perfectly prepare you for the 
mouth-watering journey ahead, and 
the Oceanview Café will be redesigned 
to offer a marketplace inspired dining 
experience. Discover Qsine® – a fusion 
of entertainment and dining that 
brings your table top to life with the 
introduction of the virtual Le Petit Chef™. 

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE ROL CRUISE PRICE(PP)

Interior  12  £2,399
Ocean View  8  £2,849
Balcony   2D†  £3,149
Concierge Class  C3  £3,299
AquaClass®  A2  £3,399
Sky Suite  S2  £6,499

BRAND NEW Single Inside cabins available from £4,499

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE ROL CRUISE PRICE(PP)

Interior  12  £2,149
Ocean View  8  £2,699
Balcony   2D†   £2,799
Concierge Class  C3  £2,949
AquaClass®  A2  £3,349
Sky Suite S2   SOLD OUT

BRAND NEW Single Inside cabins available from £2,769
Itinerary, fares and availability are based on 4th September 2021 departure  

and ports of call may vary on other date

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE ROL CRUISE PRICE(PP)

Interior  12  £1,339
Ocean View  8  £1,639
Balcony   2D†  £1,789
Concierge Class  C3  £1,939
AquaClass®  A2  £2,139
Sky Suite  S2  £4,449

BRAND NEW Single Inside cabins available from £1,739

YOUR INCREDIBLE ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE ROL CRUISE PRICE(PP)

Interior  12   £1,199
Ocean View  8  £1,549
Balcony   2D†  £1,799
Concierge Class  C3  £1,999
AquaClass®  A2  £2,199
Sky Suite  S2  £3,999

BRAND NEW Single Inside cabins available from £2,099

To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165



JULY 2021
Thu 29  Embark Black Watch and  

depart Liverpool
Fri 30 Tarbert, Loch Fyne, Scotland
Sat 31 Pass through Corran Narrows
 Cruising Loch Linnhe 
  Fort William, Scotland  

(depart late night)
  Cruising Loch Linnhe 

Flanked by rolling hills, magnificent 
mountains and rugged woodland, 
Loch Linnhe offers incredible views, 
anytime of the day, anytime of the 
year. Keep your eyes on the skies 
and be on the look-out for golden 
eagles; look across the horizon and 
spot Ben Nevis, Britain’s highest 
mountain; and watch native wildlife 
including porpoises and seals

 Pass through Corran Narrows

8 NIGHTS DEPARTING 29TH JULY 2021
AUGUST 2021
Sun 1 Cruising Little Loch Broom
 Cruising Loch Eriboll
Mon 2 Lerwick, Shetland Islands
Tue 3  Kirkwall, Orkney Islands
Wed 4 Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, Scotland
Thu 5  Cruising by Dutchman’s Cap (Bac Mòr)
 Cruising by Fingals Cave, Isle of Staffa
Fri 6 Arrive in Liverpool
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

Fingals Cave, Isle of Staffa

Fort William, Scotland

5 NIGHTS DEPARTING 5TH AUGUST 2021

YOUR BESTSELLING   
ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES 

CABIN FULL   ROL CRUISE 
  PRICE(PP) PRICE(PP)

Interior (I)   £749  £729
Ocean View (F)  £849  £829
Superior Ocean View (C)  £1,049   £1,029
Balcony (BC)  £1,549  £1,519
Premier Suite (PS)  £2,379 £2,319
Single Interior (N)  £1,299 £1,259

AUGUST 2021

Thu 5  Embark Balmoral and depart 
Rosyth

Fri 6  Cruising by The Needle 
Cruising by Old Man of Hoy

Sat 7 Lerwick, Shetland Islands

Sun 8 Tórshavn, Faroe Islands

Mon 9  Cruising by Hestur (Horse Island) 
The enchanting Faroese island of 
Hestur (Horse Island) is famed for 
the variety of bird species which 
inhabit the craggy landscapes. Take 
in the dramatic scenery as you sail 
slowly by the island, and be sure 
to have your binoculars to hand 
to spot Atlantic puffins, European 
storm petrels, black guillemots and 
much more perched on the edge of 
huge cliffs and along the shores 
 Cruising by Mykines 
Mykines is the westernmost of all 

the Faroe Islands and is popular with 
birdwatchers due to the plethora of 
nesting seabirds which perch along 
the shore. Grab your binoculars and 
spot species such as gannets, puffins, 
Arctic terns, razorbills and guillemots 
Cruising by Gásadalur (Goose Valley) 
Cruising Gáshólmur, Tindhólmur  
& Drangarnir

Tue 10 Arrive in Rosyth

Puffins on Hestur 

Lochs &  
Legends  
Of Scotland 

 

  
 
 
Scotland &  
Faroe Islands  
Adventure 
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THE FRED. OLSEN DIFFERENCE
Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines provide the security of ABTA and ATOL protection and their Enjoyment Promise++ gives real  

peace of mind. Plus, Shore Tours and purchases on board their ships are priced in Pound Sterling – so you can explore the world 
without worrying about exchange rates. With 170 years of sailing heritage behind them, they’ve seen many changes over  

the years, but what has never changed is their focus on giving guests the best possible experience.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

BOOK WITH THE NO. 1 AGENT FOR FRED. OLSEN CRUISE LINES
EXCLUSIVE LAUNCH SAVINGS± 
Full board no-fly cruising on board your Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines 
ship including:
-  FREE on board spending money of up to £400 for all bookings*

- INCLUDED gratuities for all bookings++

-  All meals and late night snacks throughout your cruise
-  FREE tea and coffee on board (at selected venues)
-  All evening entertainment, including dancing and cabaret shows
-  Leisure facilities including gym, swimming pools and jacuzzis
The currency on board is pound sterling, so you won’t be affected 
by any foreign exchange rate fluctuation
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Bettys 
Gift – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 
JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY,  
THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 20,178 when booking one of these  
incredible cruises, worth £201 off your next  
booking with ROL Cruise†† 

EXCLUSIVE  
LAUNCH  
SAVINGS±

FREE  
ON BOARD SPEND  

OF UP TO £400*

BOOK WITH THE  
NO. 1 AGENT FOR  

FRED. OLSEN  
CRUISE LINES

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

YOUR BESTSELLING   
ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES 

CABIN FULL   ROL CRUISE 
  PRICE(PP) PRICE(PP)

Interior (I)   £3,199  £3,099
Ocean View (F)  £3,799  £3,689
Superior Ocean View (C)  £4,539   £4,419
Balcony (BC)  £6,299  £6,119
Premier Suite (PS)  £10,399  £10,089
Single Interior (N)  £5,499 £5,329

MARCH 2022
Tue 1 Venice, Italy
Thu 3 Cruising Strait of Messina
Fri 4 Naples, Italy
Sat 5   Civitavecchia (for Rome), Italy  

(depart late pm)
Sun 6 Livorno, Tuscany, Italy
Tue 8  Cartagena, Spain  

(arrive early afternoon)
Thu 10  Lisbon, Portugal  

(depart early afternoon)
Sun 13 Arrive in Southampton
Dates not mentioned are spent relaxing at sea

FEBRUARY 2022
Tue 15  Embark Balmoral and depart 

Southampton
Sat 19 Gibraltar (depart early pm)
Tue 22 Valletta, Malta
Thu 24 Dubrovnik, Croatia
Fri 25 Split, Croatia
Sat 26 Zadar, Croatia
Sun 27  Venice, Italy (two night stay)  

★ Venice Carnival ★ 
Your cruise is perfectly timed to 
coincide with the iconic Carnival 
of Venice. If Venice’s allure wasn’t 
enough, during your cruise you 
will see a side to Venice that only 
comes out once every year. Venice 
becomes awash with colour as 
its residents dress in elaborate 
masquerade outfits complete with 
ornate masks and dresses. This 
carnival is truly an unforgettable 
experience, so two nights on board 
Balmoral should give you plenty of 
time to enjoy the festivities

26 NIGHTS DEPARTING 15TH FEBRUARY 2022The 2022 Iconic  
Italy Discovery with  
Venice Carnival 

YOUR BESTSELLING   
ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PRICES 

CABIN FULL   ROL CRUISE 
  PRICE(PP) PRICE(PP)

Interior (I)   £1,349  £1,319
Ocean View (F)  £1,449  £1,419
Superior Ocean View (B)  £1,999   £1,939
Balcony (BC)  £2,249  £2,189
Superior Junior Suite (DS)  £2,399  £2,329
Single Interior (M)  £2,299 £2,259

Booking conditions of Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines (ATOL 5016) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

Check   ABTA & ATOL protection

Check   Enjoyment Promise Booking Reassurance Guarantee

Check   170 years of sailing heritage

Check   All prices on board are in pound sterling

Venice Carnival



Your Stunning 4H River Ships
Setting sail for the very first time in 2020 and with  
two new ships in 2021, join APT Travelmarvel’s  
new Contemporary River Ship which features:
–  Sun Deck with heated whirlpool
–  Roof-top Garden Terrace and bar
–   Choice of restaurants including fine dining  

restaurant and McGeary’s Bar
–  Vista Lounge opening out to a spacious verandah
–  Modern décor and spacious public areas
-   All Balcony staterooms feature electric windows  

creating a French style balcony at the touch of a button

30 31

Ship will vary depending on departure date. 4H refers to the cruise element only. Itinerary is subject to change due to water levels and other uncontrollable factors. Ship image is for illustrative purposes only. This tour is 
operated by Travelmarvel, part of the APT Group. Booking conditions of APT (ATOL 6781) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

APRIL 2021 
Fri 23   Embark the Eurostar at London  

St. Pancras or Ebbsfleet for your  
no-fly journey to Basel, Switzerland>>. 
Upon arrival, transfer to a brand new 
Travelmarvel ship for your seven night 
river cruise (D)

Sat 24   Breisach, Germany 
Explore the famous Black Forest 
region. Travel past the sky-bound pine 
and birch trees to the scenic village of 
Triberg, which was once home to the 
inventor of Black Forest cherry cake, 
Josef Keller. You will have some time 
to enjoy at your leisure (B, L, D) 
H Insider Experiencex:H  visit the 
open-air Black Forest Museum 
Vogtsbauernhof where you will 
be treated to a Black Forest cake 
demonstration, followed by a tasting 
of this decadent dessert

Sun 25   Strasbourg, France 
Arrive in Strasbourg, the Alsatian  
city that straddles the border 
where fairy-tale houses mix with 
cobblestone streets and must-see 
canals, and Strasbourg Cathedral 
towers over the World Heritage-listed 
city centre (B, L, D)

Mon 26   Rhine Gorge – Rüdesheim, Germany 
Experience the stunning Rhine Gorge 
as you cruise today, watch in awe as 
steep slopes covered in vineyards 
and dotted with ancient castles 
drift past, before your ship docks in 
Rüdesheim. Here, the Winzerexpress 
mini-train will take you through the 
town to Siegfried’s Mechanical Musical 
Instrument Museum (B, L, D)

YOUR INCREDIBLE  
ROL CRUISE LAUNCH FARES

STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE FULL  ROL CRUISE 
     FARE(PP) FARE(PP)

Window Stateroom  E  £1,945 £1,489
French Balcony  C  £2,395 £1,889
French Balcony  B  £2,395 £1,939
Owners Suite  OS £2,795 £2,289

Solo fares are available from £2,239
Pricing and availability is based on 23rd April 2021 departure

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED  
TO SECURE YOUR PREFERRED 

STATEROOM/SUITE

THE MAIDEN 2021 NO-FLY 

LEGENDS OF THE RHINE
RIVER CRUISE LAUNCH PROMOTION 

BRAND  
NEW SHIP  
– MAIDEN  
SEASON

YOUR 7 NIGHT MAIDEN SEASON CRUISE DEPARTS  
16TH & 23RD APRIL 2021 

Tue 27   Moselle River – Cochem, Germany 
Soak up the scenery as your ship 
gently twists through some of 
Europe’s prettiest stretches along 
the Moselle River. Explore the narrow 
alleyways with their halftimbered 
houses and visit the magnificent 
Cochem Castle (B, L, D)

Wed 28  Cologne, Germany 
Arrive in Cologne and be met by the 
magnificent Cologne Cathedral on the 
bank of the Rhine. You will disembark 
here, learning on a guided tour about 
the famous twin spires of this landmark 
cathedral, which took over six centuries 
to complete (B, L, D)

Thu 29   Amsterdam, Netherlands 
With historic houses lining its banks 
and studded with low bridges, 
Amsterdam’s network of 17th century 
canals lends the city its nickname – 
‘The Venice of the North’. Today you 
will board a glass-top boat and glide 
past the city’s waterside sights with a 
local guide. Back on land, enjoy some 
free time to explore the city at your 
leisure. Later on tonight, enjoy a special 
Farewell Dinner on board (B, L, D)

Fri 30   Amsterdam, Netherlands 
Disembark and transfer to the train 
station for your return no-fly journey 
aboard the Eurostar to London  
St. Pancras or Ebbsfleet (B)

Itinerary is based on 23rd April 2021 departure and  
operates in reverse on other date. Meals are included as 
stated: B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner

INCREDIBLE  
SAVINGS  
OF UP TO  
£1,000±

FREE  
DRINKS &  
INCLUDED  

   GRATUITIES++

SHORE  
EXCURSIONS  
INCLUDED×

EXPERIENCE  
THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

INCREDIBLE SAVINGS OF UP TO £1,000± 
7 nights cruising on board your brand 
new Travelmarvel Ship including: 
 -  20 quality meals: enjoy 7 breakfasts, 

6 lunches and 7 dinners
 -  FREE house wine, local beer and soft 

drinks served with lunch and dinner 
on board++

 - INCLUDED gratuities++

 -  All sightseeing, shore excursions× and 
on board entertainment included

 -  Dock in the heart of town with shorter 
durations and distances between ports

 -  HUnique Insider Experiences× - unique 
sightseeing activities, memorable 
interactions with the local people and 
exclusive culinary experiences

 -  Services of a Travelmarvel Cruise 
Director and local guides

 -  On 16th April 2021 departure only,  
and in the intimate setting of Cologne 
Cathedral, Aled Jones will perform 
a private 60-minute concert that is 
exclusive to guests

Return Premier Class Eurostar rail travel
from London St. Pancras Train Station
including a spacious reclining seat,
complimentary meal served at your table
and a selection of magazines 
Flight options> are available at no extra cost
Overseas transfers, port charges and tipping
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020  
to receive a FREE Trio of European Wine 
– EXCLUSIVELY for readers of  
Blue Horizons+

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 4,578 when booking  
this incredible river cruise††

BOOK WITH  
THE BEST RIVER 

CRUISE PARTNER 
FOR APT

Cruise with  
Confidence
–   All crew receive professional health 

and hygiene training and are trained 
in escalation Practices. Their local 
Operations Team are also available to 
provide support

–   All guests required to complete an 
increased Health & Safety form

–   Increased cleaning and disinfection or 
handrails, air-conditioning filers, private 
staterooms and transfer vehicles

French Balcony

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

TRAVE L
MARVEL

Contemporary River Ship
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Day 1 Board Eurostar at London St. Pancras 
Train Station for your Premier class 
journey to Lyon, France>. Upon arrival, 
embark your award-winning Emerald 
Waterways Star-Ship for your seven night 
deluxe river cruise (D) 

Day 2 Chalon-sur-Saône – Beaune, France 
Chalon-sur-Saône is known for its 
art and history. Today, you will have 
the opportunity to witness the areas 
architectural heritage and peaceful 
surrounds as you travel to the quaint 
village of Beaune and visit the Hospices 
de Beaune, originally a hospital for 
the poor, and now home to one of 
Burgundy’s most popular wine auctions 
(B, L, D) 
HEmeraldPLUS×: A cheese and olive 
tasting on board 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: Visit the 
Hospices de Beaune

Day 3  Lyon, France 
Today, enjoy a guided tour of Lyon, 
including the UNESCO World Heritage-
listed Basilica Notre-Dame de Fourvière, 
part of the inscribed historic site of 
Lyon. Wander through the city and 
soak in its vividly illustrated history, 
as buildings from all time periods can 
be seen adorning narrow cobblestone 
streets. Alternatively, embark on a 
guided bike tour of Lyon (B, L, D) 
HEmeraldACTIVE×: A guided bike tour 
of Lyon 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: A guided tour 
of Lyon

Day 4  Tournon, France 
Your guided tour of Tournon will 
showcase its intangible cultural 
heritage, granting every opportunity 
for you to immerse yourself in your 
surroundings. Alternatively, embark on 
an EmeraldACTIVE hike through some 
of the local vineyards. Later, a guided 
bike tour to Glun will showcase rural life 
in the French countryside (B, L, D) 
HEmeraldPLUS×: A regional wine 
lecture on board 

7 NIGHTS DEPARTING 17TH APRIL, 1ST MAY, 12TH JUNE,  
4TH SEPTEMBER, 16TH & 30TH OCTOBER 2021

OTHER DATES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST, PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

HEmeraldACTIVE×: A guided bike tour 
to Glun 
HEmeraldACTIVE×: A guided hike 
through the vineyards 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: A guided tour 
of Tournon

Day 5  Viviers, France 
Your included walking tour of Viviers will 
showcase some of its numerous listed 
monuments, along with their ornate 
windows and lavish façades (B, L, D) 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: A guided tour 
of Viviers

Day 6  Avignon, France 
Your included walking tour of Avignon 
will take you past the ornate beauty 
of the UNESCO World Heritage-listed 
Palais des Papes, as well as Pont 
d’Avignon, an ancient stone bridge 
crossing the Rhône. The afternoon is 
yours to explore at leisure. This evening, 
return to your Star-Ship for a delightful 
Provençal dining experience, expertly 
prepared by Top Chef finalist, Fabien 
Morreale (B, L, D)  
HEmeraldACTIVE×: A canoeing 
excursion in Avignon 
HEmeraldPLUS×: A Provençal dining 
experience on board 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: A guided tour 
of Avignon

Day 7 Arles, France 
Today, your included tour of Arles  
will showcase some of the UNESCO 
World Heritage-listed Roman and 
Romanesque monuments, showcasing 
how the city has evolved over the 
centuries. Visit the 2,000-year-old 
Arles Amphitheatre and follow in the 
footsteps of world-renowned artist, 
Vincent van Gogh. The rest of the day is 
yours to explore at leisure (B, L, D) 
HEmeraldEXCURSION×: A guided tour 
of Arles with arena visit

Day 8  Arles – Marseille, France 
After breakfast, disembark and transfer 
to the station for your return Premier 
Class journey to London aboard the 
Eurostar> (B)

Meals are included as stated B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = 
Dinner. Itinerary is based on 30th October 2021 departure and 
alternative dates may operate in reverse. Please note, itinerary 
is subject to change

STYLISH SUITES & 
STATEROOMS
All suites and staterooms boast a wealth of sumptuous 
features, from luxurious toiletries and a revitalising shower 
in your bathroom, to a queen size or twin hotel-style bed. 
Not forgetting, a flat screen HDTV and infotainment system 
provides on-demand classic and blockbuster films and TV 
channels covering news, sport and leisure, as well as free  
Wi-Fi++ to keep you connected with loved ones.

YOUR ON BOARD EXPERIENCE... 
Emerald Waterways ensure that they adhere to the highest of hygiene and cleaning 
protocol on all ships and all tours when operating. Thorough cleaning will be 
conducted regularly, and hand sanitisers are located throughout the ship to ensure  
the highest level of personal hygiene whilst on board. Purpose built for warm 
climates, the comprehensive Sun Deck on board provides ample opportunity to 
sample the sun and gentle river breezes. The open-air aspect of your ship includes 
The Terrace, the perfect place to enjoy a bite to eat and a drink or two with new 
friends. Or if you fancy a plunge, the indoor pool is the perfect place for a few 
lengths before breakfast.

THE BESTSELLING NO-FLY 2021 

Sensations of  
Southern France 
RIVER CRUISE PROMOTION

FREE  
PREMIUM 
DRINKS  
FOR ALL    

  BOOKINGS++

Emerald Stateroom  E  £2,445  £1,939
Emerald Panorama 
Balcony Suite  C £3,145  £2,639
Grand Balcony Suite  S  £3,595 £2,889
Owner’s One 
Bedroom Suite SA £4,745 £4,239

Solo fares are available from £3,299
Fares and availability are based on 30th October 2021 departure

STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE FULL  ROL CRUISE  
  FARE(PP)  FARE(PP)

YOUR INCREDIBLE  
ROL CRUISE FARES 

PLUS PAY IN FULL BY 31ST OCTOBER 2020 TO 
RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL £125PP DISCOUNT

SAVE 
UP TO  

£1,250±

  GRATUITIES++ 

& SHORE 
EXCURSIONS 
INCLUDED×

JUST A DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED, THEN 
NOTHING TO PAY 

UNTIL 2021

DRINKS,  
& WI-FI    

  INCLUDED++ 

Avignon, France 

Booking conditions of Scenic Tours (UK) Limited t/a Emerald Waterways (ATOL 9294) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see the back page for full terms and conditions.

Owner’s One Bedroom Suite 

EXPERIENCE 
THE DIFFERENCE
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

ROL CRUISE PACKAGE

BOOK WITH THE PREFERRED PARTNER  
FOR EMERALD WATERWAYS 
INCREDIBLE SAVINGS OF UP TO £1,000±

- PLUS, pay in full by 31st October 2020 to 
receive an additional £125pp discount
Seven nights of deluxe river cruising on  
board your Emerald Waterways luxury  
river cruise ship including: 
-   FREE premium drinks package for  

all bookings++

-   Enjoy breakfast, lunch and dinner,  
including a Welcome Gala Dinner

-  FREE tea & coffee on board
-  INCLUDED shore excursions×

-   EmeraldPLUS× experiences going beyond 
the tourist trail

-   EmeraldACTIVE× activities including  
guided hikes

-   A variety of on board evening entertainment
-   First-class service from English-speaking 

crew and knowledgeable local guides at 
each destination

-  Gratuities INCLUDED++

-  FREE Wi-Fi on board++

-   All port charges, airport taxes and transfers
Return Standard Class Eurostar rail travel  
from London St. Pancras Train Station 
including a spacious reclining seat, 
complimentary meal served at your table  
and a selection of magazines 
Flight options> are available at no extra cost
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and 
receive a FREE Trio of French Wines – 
EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE 
YOUR RIVER CRUISE, THEN NOTHING  
TO PAY UNTIL 2021
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES 
Earn up to 8,478 when booking this fantastic 
river cruise with ROL Cruise††

Serenity Pool

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165
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Please note, itinerary and excursions are subject to change and may be affected by water levels, closures due to public holidays or other uncontrollable factors. All-Inclusive refers to the cruise element only. Booking conditions of Uniworld (ATOL 10975) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions. 

YOUR EXCLUSIVE  
ROL CRUISE SALE FARES

STATEROOM/SUITE FULL FARE(PP) ROL CRUISE FARE(PP)

Classic £2,499 £1,949

Deluxe £2,999  £2,399

French Balcony  £3,599  £2,939

Suite  £5,499 £4,919

Grand Suite  £7,099 £6,439

Solo fares are available on request
Fares and availability are based on 21st March 2021 departure date

Uniquely Uniworld
Unrivalled expertise 
Thanks to decades of experience in luxury travel, including their 
sister company, Red Carnation Hotels, Uniworld sets the standard 
for excellence in hospitality, culinary and nautical practices in 
luxury river cruising.

Personalised Experiences
Their innovative on shore programmes go well beyond landmarks 
and group tours. With personalised experiences included in the 
cost of your cruise and tailored to match both your interests and 
lifestyle, you can choose excursions ranging from guided bicycle 
rides to exclusive wine tastings designed to immerse you in the 
local cultures.

Culinary Excellence 
They bring together the finest chefs, the freshest ingredients 
sourced from local farmers’ markets and other regional suppliers 
and distinctive wines and beers chosen by acclaimed sommeliers, 
giving you a mouthwatering culinary journey for all of the senses. 
Plus, you can enjoy the expertise of a French executive  
chef on board.

THE ALL-INCLUSIVE ULTRA-LUXURY 2021 

No - Fly Brilliant Bordeaux
EXCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISE SALE

RETURN  
PREMIER CLASS 
RAIL JOURNEY  

INCLUDED

SHORE  
EXCURSIONS×,  

UNLIMITED DRINKS 
& GRATUITIES  
INCLUDED++

EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS 
OF UP TO £1,300± 
– ONLY AVAILABLE 
WHEN BOOKING 

WITH ROL CRUISE

ALL-INCLUSIVE  
LUXURY  

BOUTIQUE  
RIVER 

CRUISING

JUST A DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED, THEN 

NOTHING TO  
PAY UNTIL 2021

7 NIGHTS DEPARTING 21ST MARCH, 30TH MAY, 
13TH JUNE, 11TH JULY, 12TH SEPTEMBER  

& 17TH OCTOBER 2021
Day 1  Board Eurostar at London St. Pancras Train Station for  

your Premier class journey to Bordeaux, France>. 
Upon arrival, transfer to the port and embark the  
ultra-luxurious S.S. Bon Voyage for your seven night  
all-inclusive river cruise

Day 2  Blaye – Bourg sur Gironde, France 
Drive the Route de la Corniche Fleurie to Blaye Fortress. 
Once you arrive, you’ll find your centre with a unique and 
expertly led yoga session in the heart of this historic fortress, 
a UNESCO-designated citadel that once protected Bordeaux 
from attacks by sea. In the evening, a special Captain’s 
Welcome Reception and Dinner will be prepared for you

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Bourg sur Gironde walking tour and 
choice of Panoramas of Route de la Corniche Fleurie with 
Blaye Fortress OR “Let’s Go” yoga in the historic heart of 
Blaye Fortress

Day 3  Cussac Fort Médoc - Pauillac la Fayette, France 
Take a scenic drive through the storied Médoc wine route, 
followed by a wine tasting at a beautiful wine estate. Enjoy 
the waters of the Garonne River and the Gironde Estuary 
before heading to the pretty town of Pauillac, gateway to the 
storied Médoc wine route, the Atlantic coast and remnants  
of the Atlantic Wall erected during WWII

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Fresh Médoc oysters tasting and 
choice of Médoc Châteaux route with private wine tasting 
OR Bunker archaeology tour or “Let’s Go” bike in the 
Médoc vineyards

Day 4  Cadillac – Libourne, France 
Visit Château Royal de Cazeneuve, site of Henry IV’s and 
Queen Margot’s tempestuous love. Meet the owner around  
a glass of Sauternes in the reception hall

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Choice of the colourful life of Toulouse 
Lautrec at Château de Malromé OR Sauternes vineyard visit 
with private wine tasting at Château de Cazeneuve

Day 5  Libourne - Saint-Émilion, France 
Wander Saint-Émilion’s cobblestone lanes lined with 
wine shops and bakeries, and stop to admire the amazing 
rock-hewn church that extends beneath the city’s streets. 
Another treasure awaiting you underground? Travel to nearby 
breathtaking Saint-Émilion and immerse yourself more 
deeply in the region’s history and wine culture

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Saint-Émilion walking tour with  
wine tasting

Day 6   Libourne – Bordeaux, France 
France’s rich agricultural tradition is the heart and soul of the 
region’s exquisite cuisine – and what better way to get a taste 
for the freshest vegetables, cheeses, breads and fruits than 
with a visit to Libourne’s lively farmers’ market?

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Libourne “Village Day” with  
farmer’s market

Day 7  Bordeaux, France 
Discover Bordeaux’s many charms today, either on foot with 
a local expert or by bicycle. You have a wonderful selection of 
active opportunities to see this magnificent UNESCO World 
Heritage Site

	 ★		Featured Excursion×: Cité du Vin museum visit and choice 
of “Do as the Locals Do” Bordeaux walking tour OR ”Let’s 
Go” bike Bordeaux backstreets

Day 8   Bordeaux, France 
After breakfast, disembark and transfer to the station for your 
return Premier Class journey to London aboard the Eurostar>

Itinerary is based on 21st March 2021 departure and may operate in reverse on selected dates

CRUISE WITH CONFIDENCE 
Health and safety assurance are always a priority  
for your cruise experience with Uniworld. Here is just  
some of what you can expect:

•  All guests must complete a health screening prior to 
embarkation and gloves, face masks and small bottles  
of hand sanitizer will be readily available for each guest

•  Constant disinfecting of all public area touch points and  
hot spots, including dining areas throughout the day  
and all suites thouroughly cleaned on a daily basis

•  Any on board payments are processed using a contactless 
payment method and credit card machines will be wiped 
after each pin entry

•  All meals, snacks and treats are now served by culinary  
and waitstaff, with no self-service during buffets

•  Social distance adhering throughout the ship and on 
excursions by both guests and crew

•  All air-conditioning filters are cleaned and disinfected  
on each embarkation day before rooming takes place

•  All buses used for excursions are cleaned and wiped  
with disinfectant before each use, plus face masks will  
be available for your use

•  To limit the total number of guests in a restaurant  
at a time, Uniworld have introduced  
two seating times for each meal

Wine tasting in Bordeaux

Experience the Difference
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS OF UP TO £1,300± – ONLY AVAILABLE 
WHEN BOOKING WITH ROL CRUISE
Return Premier Class Eurostar rail travel from London  
St. Pancras Train Station including a spacious reclining  
seat, complimentary meal served at your table and a selection  
of magazines 
Flight options> are available at no extra cost and self-drive options
Seven night all-inclusive no-fly river cruise on board the  
ultra-luxurious S.S. Bon Voyage, including:
- All meals on board – be treated to world-class dining
-  Unlimited beverages included on board, including fine wine, 

beer, premium spirits, soft drinks, speciality coffee and tea,  
and mineral water++

- All gratuities, both on board and on shore++

-  Seven days of excursions hosted by local English speaking 
guides×, visiting two UNESCO World Heritage Sites

-  State-of-the-art Quietvox portable audio headset system on 
all excursions

- Use of Nordic walking sticks
- FREE Internet and Wi-Fi access++

-  Impeccable service with one of the highest staff-to-guest ratios 
of any cruise line

- Butler service for all suites
-  Elegant and well-appointed staterooms and suites with the 

finest linens, towels and Savoir® of England beds
- On board entertainment and Signature Lectures
PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE Trio of 
French Wines – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 
JUST A DEPOSIT REQUIRED, THEN NOTHING TO PAY 
UNTIL 2021
EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES
Earn up to 12,878 when booking this incredible  
river cruise, worth £128 off your next booking with  
ROL Cruise††

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165



INTIMATE & LUXURIOUS SHIPS
You can sail to the far corners of the globe 
on Oceania Cruises® ’ intimate and luxurious 
ships, but you’ll always feel like you’re 
coming home to family. Oceania Cruises® ’ 
personalised service means the staff and crew 
attend to your every request with a smile. From 
the moment you step on board, you’ll feel cared 
for and cared about. Once you sail on one of these 
luxurious ships, you will never settle for anything less.

FINEST CUISINE AT SEA®
It’s The Finest Cuisine at Sea® because  
Oceania Cruises® select only the best 
ingredients and the most talented chefs from 
around the globe. From Castilla-La Mancha 
saffron to French flour custom-milled to their 
specifications, artisanal ingredients echo the 
dedication poured into every dish. In galleys 
evoking those in Michelin starred restaurants, gifted 
chefs create absolute culinary masterpieces. Come aboard and 
savour cuisine renowned as the The Finest Cuisine at Sea®.

NEW ENHANCED HEALTH, WELLNESS &  
SAFETY PROTOCOLS
Oceania Cruises® are keeping guests and crew healthy using 
the most advanced technologies and practice. These include 
continuous ship-wide disinfection and daily fogging, all new 
hospital-grade air filtration system, no-touch food service and 
increased social distancing. They’ve also engaged some of the 
world’s most experienced medical experts to develop industry-
leading protocols, including a dedicated public health officer.

The Brand New 2021 
5★ NO-FLY UPGRADE  
PROMOTION

LUXURY CRUISING  
FROM ONLY £1,879PP

Small Ship 5★ Luxury Cruising 
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±Savings are based on two adults sharing the lowest grade advertised on 12th May 2021 departure. Booking conditions of Oceania Cruises® (ATOL 10527) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

FRANCE & SPAIN IMMERSION
10 nights departing 12 th May 2021

CELTIC THRONES VOYAGE
10 nights departing 3rd June 2021

MAY 2021
Wed 12  Embark the elegant Sirena and depart Southampton 

for your 5★ luxury cruise
Thu 13 Paris (from Le Havre), France
Fri 14   Saint-Malo, France 

 ★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Mystical Mont  
St. Michel 
Revel in spectacular island-bound Mont Saint-Michel, 
one of the world’s most photographed villages and  
a UNESCO World Heritage site

Sat 15 Brest, France
Sun 16  La Rochelle, France (arrive late am – depart late night) 
  ★Recommended FREE Excursion×: The Green Venice 

Find serenity along the intertwining waterways 
and marshes of Green Venice, a haven for nature 
lovers. Board a touring boat for a journey inside the 
marshlands of Poitou-Charentes, affectionally called 
Green Venice. Experience the outdoors as it might 
have appeared three centuries ago, perhaps spotting 
plovers, swans, snipes, pewits and ashen or crimson 
herons resting along the banks

Mon 17 - Bordeaux, France (arrive midday – overnight) 
Tue 18   ★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Bordeaux & its 

Surrounding Vineyards  
Enjoy the highlights of this fabled wine-making region 
with a panoramic drive through the lovely city of 
Bordeaux and its surroundings, followed by a visit to a 
wine château

JUNE 2021 

Thu 3  Embark the elegant Sirena and depart Southampton 
for your 5★ luxury cruise

Fri 4 Portland, United Kingdom

Sat 5  Cork (from Cobh), Ireland (arrive late am) 
★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Panoramic Cork & 
Blarney Castle  
Journey through Irish history and traditions on an 
orientation tour of Cork City that features visits to 
Blarney Castle and a historic woolen mill

Sun 6 Bantry, Ireland

Mon 7  Galway, Ireland 
★Recommended FREE Excursion×: The Majestic Cliffs 
of Moher  
Enjoy perhaps the most stunning views in Ireland from 
atop the spectacular Cliffs of Moher, which rise 700 
feet above the Atlantic Ocean

Tue 8  Londonderry, Northern Ireland (arrive late am) 
★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Derry’s Past, 
Present and Future 
Discover the events that have shaped Londonderry  
on a tour that walks its 17th century fortified walls,  
visits its civil rights museum and toasts its future at  
a wine reception

Wed 19  San Sebastián, Spain 
★Recommended FREE Excursion×: San Sebastian &  
Tapas Tasting  
Pair an introductory tour of San Sebastian’s winsome  
Old Town with a tapas tasting at a downtown bar

Thu 20  Bilbao, Spain 
 ★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Bilbao & Castro Urdiales
Fri 21  Relaxing at sea
Sat 22  Arrive in Southampton

Wed 9 Belfast, Northern Ireland

Thu 10 -  Dublin (from Dún Laoghaire), Ireland (overnight) 
Fri 11   ★Recommended FREE Excursion×: Dublin Highlights 

Discover the vibrant city of Dublin on this tour that gives  
you a panoramic overview of many of its notable landmarks 
and visits two of its most beloved attractions

Sat 12 Relaxing at sea

Sun 13 Arrive in Southampton

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE SALE FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE   FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Inside  F  £4,769  £1,879

FREE upgrade to a Deluxe Ocean View Stateroom (C2)^

Deluxe Ocean View  C1 £5,139  £2,299

FREE upgrade to a Veranda Stateroom (B1)^

Veranda  B2  £5,819  £2,879

FREE upgrade to a Concierge Veranda Stateroom (A3)^

Concierge Veranda  A3  £6,189  £3,189

FREE upgrade to a Concierge Veranda (A1)^

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE SALE FARES
STATEROOM/SUITE GRADE   FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Inside  G  £5,099  £2,279
FREE upgrade to a Deluxe Ocean View Stateroom (C2)^

Deluxe Ocean View  C1  £5,789  £2,849
FREE upgrade to a Veranda Stateroom (B1)^

Veranda  B2  £6,519  £3,499
FREE upgrade to a Concierge Veranda Stateroom (A3)^

Concierge Veranda  A1  £6,919  £3,849
FREE upgrade to a Penthouse Suite (PH3)^

Penthouse Suite  PH2  £7,849  £4,619
FREE upgrade to a Penthouse Suite (PH1)^

FREE  
CAR  

PARKING AT  
THE PORT#

FREE  
DRINKS  

PACKAGE  
  & WI-FI++

EXCLUSIVE  
FARES  

SAVING UP TO 
60%±

INCREDIBLE  
FREE  

STATEROOM  
UPGRADES^

JUST A LOW  
DEPOSIT REQUIRED  
TO  SECURE YOUR  

HOLIDAY THEN  
NOTHING TO  

PAY UNTIL 2021

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

•   EXCLUSIVELY REDUCED FARES SAVING UP TO 60%±  
– PLEASE DO NOT DELAY, FARES WILL INCREASE 

•  EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking at the port for all bookings#

•   Full board 5★ luxury cruising on board the elegant  
Sirena including:

 - Small ship cruising with only 684 guests
 - INCREDIBLE FREE stateroom upgrades^
 -  FREE House Drinks Package including wine, Champagne 

& beer with lunch & dinner++ OR choose $600 on board 
spending money* OR 6 FREE shore excursions×

 - FREE Wi-Fi for all bookings++

 -  Multiple open-seating speciality gourmet dining venues,  
at no additional charge

 -  COMPLIMENTARY soft drinks, bottled water and  
speciality coffees

 - 24-hour butler service in all suites

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE 
Champagne Gift Box – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+ 

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE  
YOUR HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES
Earn up to 9,238 when booking one of these  
amazing cruises with ROL Cruise††

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

AN EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION – ONLY AVAILABLE TO BOOK WITH ROL CRUISE

LIMITED  

AVAILABILITY  

– PLEASE DON’T  

MISS OUT

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR  
HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021

JUST A LOW DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO SECURE YOUR  
HOLIDAY, THEN NOTHING TO PAY UNTIL 2021
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±Based on two adults sharing the lowest grade advertised. 6★ relates to the cruise element only. ×Free shore excursions exclude Regent Choice Excursions and private arrangements. Some shore excursions will be 
unsuitable for guests with mobility restrictions. Shore excursions mentioned are subject to change and can be booked from 240 or 180 days prior to cruise, depending on eligibility. Booking conditions of Regent Seven 
Seas® (ATOL 10297) and Reader Offers Limited Agency terms of business apply. Please see back page for full terms and conditions.

THE EXCLUSIVE 2021 
6★ ALL-INCLUSIVE NO-FLY 

SPAIN & BORDEAUX SALE

SUITE GRADE      FULL FARE (PP) ROL CRUISE FARE (PP)

Deluxe Veranda Suite G2 £9,479 £5,059

Superior Suite F2 £9,939 £5,379

Concierge Suite E £10,439 £5,579

Penthouse Suite C £12,679 £7,149

Splendor Suite  SP  £16,139  £13,299

ALL OTHER SUITES HAVE SOLD OUT

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE 
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN YOUR EXCLUSIVE 

ROL CRUISE LAUNCH PACKAGE

EXCLUSIVELY REDUCED FARES ONLY AVAILABLE FOR  
ROL CRUISE CUSTOMERS – SAVING UP TO 45%±

BOOK WITH A LEADING AGENT FOR REGENT SEVEN SEAS CRUISES®

EXCLUSIVE FREE car parking at the port for all bookings#

10 nights no-fly all-inclusive cruising on board the brand new  
and ultra-luxurious Seven Seas SplendorTM, including:

 -  FREE on board spend of up to $1,000 for all bookings* – treat 
yourself to additional luxuries on board from exclusive wines to 
Regent Choice shore excursions, Culinary Arts Kitchen classes 
and indulgent spa treatments – Up to 58 FREE shore excursions×

 - FREE speciality restaurant dining throughout

 -  FREE unlimited drinks including fine wines and premium 
spirits, plus in-suite mini-bar replenished daily++

 - FREE pre-paid gratuities

 - FREE unlimited Wi-Fi for all suites++

 - Butler service in Penthouse suites and above

 - FREE 24-hour room service

 - Best price guarantee++

PLUS, book by 8:30pm 31st July 2020 and receive a FREE 
Champagne Gift Box – EXCLUSIVELY for readers of Blue Horizons+

EXCLUSIVE CRUISE MILES  
Earn up to 26,598 when booking this exclusive voyage,  
worth £265 off your next booking with ROL Cruise††

PLEASE CALL TODAY TO FIND OUT 
ABOUT A SPECIAL LOW DEPOSIT

10 NIGHTS DEPARTING 10TH MAY 2021

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ROL CRUISE SALE FARES

Sail aboard the newest ship in  
the fleet – SEVEN SEAS SPLENDORtm 
Luxury Perfected
At every turn, Seven Seas SplendorTM exudes 
excellence, comfort and grace; the perfect way to 
arrive at places you’ve always dreamed of exploring. 
Fostering a new level of sophisticated ambience that 
perfectly showcases everything Regent Seven Seas 
Cruises has to offer, you can enjoy all-suite all-balcony 
accommodation featuring more than 46,000 square-
feet of Italian marble and her 375 suites include nearly 
52,000 square-feet of balcony space - among the 
largest balconies at sea. 

Each elegant speciality restaurant is defined by its 
cuisine, allowing you to taste the flavours of the world 
no matter where your itinerary takes you. Each dish is 
prepared with fanatical care, showcasing the quality and 
presentation of complex flavours, textures and colour 
combinations. Deftly paired with wines hand selected 
by expert sommeliers.

Intricate marble patterns and soaring 
ceilings topped by sparkling chandeliers 
adorn your path throughout this 
exquisite ship. Wherever you turn, 
you’ll be enveloped in timeless 
elegance, absolute comfort and 
graceful hospitality, as you set off on 
journeys to awe-inspiring destinations 
around the world. 

A NEW WORLD AWAITS…
Regent Seven Seas Cruises® is working 
hand-in-hand with the U.S. Centres 
for Disease Control and Prevention 
and federal governments globally to 
develop, implement and continually 
evolve industry-leading standards that 
will meet or exceed all requirements 
once those have been finalised by them. 
This current outline of standards covers all aspects of on 
board and shoreside operations to ensure the continuous 
well-being of guests and crew.

MAY 2021
Mon 10   Embark the brand new Seven Seas SplendorTM and depart 

Southampton
Tue 11  Le Havre (for Paris), France
              ★  Recommended FREE Excursion×:  

D-Day Landing Beaches 
Spend your free on board spend on an exceptional Regent 
Choice excursion - Enjoy a scenic drive to Arromanches, a 
small seaside village that played an outsized role during  
WWII. Tour the D-Day Museum and visit the American 
Cemetery, where row after row of perfectly aligned white 
marble markers create an unforgettably affecting vision

Wed 12  St. Peter Port, Guernsey
Thu 13  Lorient, France
              ★  Recommended FREE Excursion×: 

Charming Quimper 
Savour an excursion to très belle Quimper, an alluring town 
nestled in a scenic valley at the juncture of the Steïr and Odet 
rivers. This Renaissance city exemplifies Brittany’s golden age; 
gaze at the twin soaring spires of Saint-Corentin Cathedral, a 
Gothic masterpiece, and delight in the many flower-adorned 
pedestrian bridges crossing the town’s waterways

Fri 14 -  Bordeaux, France (overnight)
Sat 15   ★  Recommended FREE Excursion×: 

Bordeaux & its Surrounding Vineyards 
Enjoy the highlights of this fabled winemaking region with a 
panoramic drive through the lovely city of Bordeaux and its 
surroundings, followed by a visit to a celebrated wine château

Sun 16  Bilbao, Spain (arrive late am – depart late night)
Mon 17   Gijón, Spain 

The beautiful beaches of Gijón are singular in their own right. 
Yet, for art lovers and historians, there is plenty to do in and 
around the city as well, including the Campo Valdés Roman 
Baths, considered one of the most important Roman remains 
in northern Spain. Visit the aquarium, the botanical gardens 
or simply stroll through the streets of Cimavilla, the oldest 
part of Gijón

Tue 18   Relaxing at sea
Wed 19  Saint Malo, France
Thu 20   Arrive in Southampton

Seven Seas Suite
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ROL Cruise Commercial Product Manager, Carly Goswell,  
shares her experience on board the brand new Seven Seas SplendorTM...
A few colleagues and I had the very enviable task of spending a few days on board Regent’s brand-new 
ship, Seven Seas Splendor, and, when I say it exceeded all expectations, that would be an understatement.

From start to finish someone was there to help and from the moment you step on board Seven Seas 
Splendor you are in awe of the quality finishings, contemporary colour palette, original artwork, exquisite 
glassware and marble-adorned floors. What was truly amazing is that even though the ship was at full 
capacity, no area was ever crowded. There was never a queue, but there was always a staff member on 
hand to whip up a signature cocktail, bring you a pair of reading glasses or offer you a blanket if you 
were a bit chilly up on deck. Throughout the voyage we were spoiled every night with the most incredibly 
divine food; each course paired perfectly with a selection of wines to emphasize the delicate flavours.  
As standard, specialty dining is included for all guests, giving you multiple options for lunch and dinner. 

Blue Horizons  |  No-Fly CollectionBlue Horizons  |  No-Fly Collection To book any of these magnificent cruises call today FREE on 0800 251 1165

UP TO 58 

FREE 
SHORE   

 EXCURSIONS×

EXCLUSIVE 

FREE 
CAR PARKING 

AT THE  
 PORT#

EXCLUSIVE 
FARES SAVING 
UP TO 45%±

 – 
ONLY WHEN 

BOOKING WITH 
ROL CRUISE

FREE 
GRATUITIES, 

WI-FI+ & 
SPECIALTY   
 DINING++

FREE 
$1,000 ON 

BOARD SPEND 
FOR ALL 

BOOKINGS*

Bordeaux, France



ATOL and ABTA Protected
Our ABTA membership & ATOL license protects  
your holidays booked through ROL Cruise so you can  
book with confidence knowing you are fully protected.

Trusted Knowledge and Expertise
We strive to offer a 5H service and with our customer 
satisfaction at 98%, we believe that our dedication shines 
through. Plus, we take delight in providing you with 
unbiased and up-to-date advice.

Here When You Need Us
We look after your holiday as if it were our own which 
is why our cruise experts are on hand 7 days a week from 
8:30am until 8:30pm to assist and help in any which way 
they can.

Uk’s No.1 Independent Cruise Specialist
From finding you the best deal possible to personalising 
your holiday to your needs and offering exceptional added 
value with an incredible aftercare service. We are here  
to guide and assist you every step of the way.

Book with Confidence 
with ROL Cruise 

To book, please call FREE on 0800 251 1165 
We are open Monday to Sunday 8:30am – 8:30pm

Prices are per person based on two adults sharing, except single cabins, may increase or be withdrawn at any time. Offers apply to new bookings only. Ports may require a tender.  
>Will incur supplementary costs and may require an additional overnight stay. Flights may be indirect. >>Subject to availability. ‡Star ratings are ROL Cruise classified. If the named hotel is unavailable 
a suitable alternative will be provided. **Chauffeur Service is based on two adults sharing, mileage may be tiered depending on grade booked and additional mileage may be available at a supplement. 
++Subject to the cruise line’s T&Cs. ^Subject to availability. *On board spend is per cabin. ±Savings are based on two adults sharing. +Free gift is based on one per booking, for UK mainland addresses only. 
If gift is a gift card, this is for UK addresses only. <Cabin is on a guarantee basis. #Car parking is based on one space for the duration of the cruise. ×Tours are at a supplement unless otherwise specified, 
and subject to change. †Grade has a restricted view. Some included visas may only be applicable for UK and EU passport holders and are subject to Government legislation. ××A charge will apply. Wildlife 
sightings are not guaranteed. Northern Lights sightings are not guaranteed. ††Cruise Miles T&Cs apply. For full ROL Cruise T&Cs and booking conditions visit www.rolcruise.co.uk. If you would prefer not 
to receive marketing communications from us, please contact us in writing, by phone on 0800 251 1134 or by email to unsubscribe@rolcruise.co.uk, quoting your full name, address and postcode. E&OE.

www.rolcruise.co.uk
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“Well done ROL Cruise”
In view of the many  

thousands of calls they must have 
been having about the coronavirus 

ROL Cruise went out of their  
way to help us.

 

“Amazing and caring team”
Each time I contact ROL I am met with helpful, 
courteous treatment and patience which is very 

much appreciated especially at this time when all 
your staff must be rushed off their feet and whose 
ears must be red by the end of each day. You have 

an amazing and very caring team. Thank you.

 

“First class professional service”
In spite of the uncertainty and 

confusion caused by the Covid-19 
situation, the service from the team 
was professional and prompt. Calls 
were returned quickly and in the 

most helpful and constructive way.

ROL Cruise 5H Service




